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Abstract
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) are a thriving unsupervised machine learning tech-
nique that has led to significant advances in various fields such as computer vision, natural lan-
guage processing, among others. However, GANs are known to be difficult to train and usually
suffer from mode collapse and the discriminator winning problem. To interpret the empirical
observations of GANs and design better ones, we deconstruct the study of GANs into three
components and make the following contributions.
• Formulation: we propose a perturbation view of the population target of GANs. Building
on this interpretation, we show that GANs can be connected to the robust statistics
framework, and propose a novel GAN architecture, termed as Cascade GANs, to provably
recover meaningful low-dimensional generator approximations when the real distribution
is high-dimensional and corrupted by outliers.
• Generalization: given a population target of GANs, we design a systematic principle,
projection under admissible distance, to design GANs to meet the population require-
ment using only finite samples. We implement our principle in three cases to achieve
polynomial and sometimes near-optimal sample complexities: (1) learning an arbitrary
generator under an arbitrary pseudonorm; (2) learning a Gaussian location family under
total variation distance, where we utilize our principle to provide a new proof for the near-
optimality of the Tukey median viewed as GANs; (3) learning a low-dimensional Gaussian
approximation of a high-dimensional arbitrary distribution under Wasserstein distance.
We demonstrate a fundamental trade-off in the approximation error and statistical error
in GANs, and demonstrate how to apply our principle in practice with only empirical
samples to predict how many samples would be sufficient for GANs in order not to suffer
from the discriminator winning problem.
• Optimization: we demonstrate alternating gradient descent is provably not locally asymp-
totically stable in optimizing the GAN formulation of PCA. We diagnose the problem
as the minimax duality gap being non-zero, and propose a new GAN architecture whose
duality gap is zero, where the value of the game is equal to the previous minimax value
(not the maximin value). We prove the new GAN architecture is globally asymptotically
stable in solving PCA under alternating gradient descent.
Keywords: Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs); Wasserstein distance; Optimal trans-
port; Generalization error; Information-theoretic limit; Robust statistics.
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1 Introduction
Unsupervised learning has been studied extensively in the literature. It is intimately related to the
problem of distribution (density) estimation in statistics [53], and dimensionality reduction [56].
Recently, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) become a thriving unsupervised machine learn-
ing technique that has led to significant advances in various fields such as computer vision, natural
language processing, among others [13, 63]. In computer vision and natural language processing,
GANs have resulted in superior empirical performance over standard generative models for images
and texts, such as variational autoencoder and deep Boltzmann machine [26]. Various ideas have
been proposed to further improve the quality of the learned distribution and the stability of the
training [3, 7, 19, 22, 31, 32, 38, 43, 46, 49, 51, 55, 62]. Given the success of GANs, there also exist
challenges that need timely solutions. In particular, GAN training has been reportedly observed to
be challenging, unstable, and the problems of mode collapse and discriminator winning frequently
appear [4, 5, 14, 18, 42, 49]. To understand the empirical observations in GAN training and pro-
pose theoretically near-optimal GANs algorithms, we deconstruct the design of GANs into three
fundamental aspects: formulation, generalization and optimization, and develop systematic
approaches to analyze them.
1.1 Main contributions
Our main contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows.
• Formulation: we propose a perturbation view in designing the population target of GANs.
Building on this interpretation, we show that GANs can be connected to the robust statistics
framework in terms of perturbation beyond the total variation distance. We also propose
a novel GAN architecture, termed as Cascade GANs, to provably recover meaningful low-
dimensional generator approximations when the real distribution is high-dimensional and
corrupted by outliers. We also elaborate on the implicit assumptions used in [3] that motivated
the Wasserstein GAN.
• Generalization: given a population target of GANs, we design a systematic principle, pro-
jection under admissible distance, to construct GAN algorithms that achieve polynomial and
sometimes near-optimal sample complexities given only finite samples. We study three cases
in detail:
1. learning an arbitrary generator under an arbitrary pseudonorm;
2. learning Gaussian location family under total variation distance, where we provide a
new proof for the near-optimality of Tukey median viewed as GANs;
3. learning low-dimensional Gaussian approximations of a high-dimensional arbitrary dis-
tribution under Wasserstein-2 distance.
We demonstrate a fundamental trade-off in the approximation error and statistical error in
GANs, and demonstrate how to apply our principle in practice with only empirical samples
to predict how many samples would be sufficient for GANs in order not to suffer from the
discriminator winning problem.
• Optimization: we demonstrate alternating gradient descent is provably not locally asymp-
totically stable in optimizing the GAN formulation of PCA. We diagnose the problem as the
minimax duality gap being non-zero, and propose a new GAN architecture whose duality gap
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is zero, and the value of the game is equal to the previous minimax value (not the maximin
value). We prove the new GAN architecture is globally asymptotically stable in solving PCA
under alternating gradient descent.
Organization of paper. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss
the formulation of GANs from a perturbation view, and propose Cascade GANs for capturing
the sequential perturbation model. In Section 3, we study the generalization property of GANs.
In Section 4, we study the optimization property of GANs. All the proofs are deferred to the
appendices.
Notations. Throughout this paper, we use capital letter X for random variable, blackbold letter
P for probability distribution. Generally, the distribution for random variable X is denoted as
PX , and the corresponding empirical distribution from PX with n samples is PˆnX . In all sections
except for Section 4, we use bold lower case letters for vectors, bold upper case letters for matrices.
In Section 4, we use lower case letters for vectors, upper case letters for matrices. We use A† to
denote the pseudo inverse of matrix A. Random vector Z follows zero mean normal distribution
with identity covariance. We use r(A) to denote the rank of matrix A, R(A) to denote the range
of matrix A. We say A ≥ 0 if A is positive semidefinite, A > 0 if A is positive definite. We
use TV(P,Q) = supA P(A) − Q(A) to denote the total variation distance between P and Q. For
non-negative sequences aγ , bγ , we use the notation aγ .α bγ to denote that there exists a constant
C that only depends on α such that supγ
aγ
bγ
≤ C, and aγ &α bγ is equivalent to bγ .α aγ . When
the constant C is universal we do not write subscripts for . and &. Notation aγ  bγ is equivalent
to aγ & bγ and aγ . bγ . Notation aγ  bγ means that lim infγ aγbγ =∞, and aγ  bγ is equivalent
to bγ  aγ .
2 Formulation of GANs
GANs aim at selecting a generator g(·) from some generator family G. The generator function takes
Gaussian random noise Z ∼ N (0, Ir) as input and outputs a random variable which may lie in the
space of images. Given infinite samples from the real distribution PX , the goal of GANs can be
understood intuitively as finding a generator g whose distribution Pg(Z) is the closest to the real
distribution PX . At the minimum we would need a distance1 L(Pg(Z),PX) for every g ∈ G. Here
L(·, ·) :M(Rd)×M(Rd) 7→ R≥0 is a function that characterizes the distance between distributions.
Naturally with infinite samples and unbounded computation we would ideally like to solve for
gˆ = arg min
g∈G
L(Pg(Z),PX). (1)
Note that the minimum in (1) may be not achievable in general. However, we assume throughout
this paper that it is attained, since the other case can be dealt with by a standard limiting argument.
The formulation problem looks at the design of L and G. As a concrete example, the vanilla
GAN [26] defines the distance function L as the Jensen-Shannon divergence, and uses neural network
as generator family.
2.1 A perturbation view
Intuitively, at minimum the design of L and G needs to satisfy that
inf
g∈G
L(Pg(Z),PX) is “small”. (2)
1This distance needs to be broadly understood as a function that may not satisfy the axioms of a distance function.
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Indeed, were it not true, then one should certainly design another generator family G that can
better approximate the real distribution PX . In other words, we implicitly assume
The real distribution PX is a “slightly” perturbed generator g ∈ G under L.
The perturbation view allows us to unify the field of robust statistics and GANs. In robust
statistics, it is usually assumed that the observed distribution (in GANs, the true distribution PX)
is a slightly perturbed version of a generator member under total variation distance. Hence, we can
connect GANs to the robust statistics framework2. This viewpoint proves to be beneficial: indeed,
we would later utilize a general analysis technique we developed for GANs to provide a new proof
for the optimal statistical properties of the Tukey median in robust estimation. Our perturbation
view of GANs is inspired by [24] which constructed GAN architectures that are provably achieving
the information theoretic limits in robust estimation of mean and covariances. However, it also
immediately raises a conflict: it was argued in [3] that the Jensen–Shannon divergence (similarly,
the total variation) distance is not supposed to be used as the distance function for GANs. How
can we unify these two viewpoints?
2.2 Cascade GANs
Figure 1: Illustration of the perturbation in the robust statistics setting, and the setting of applica-
tions of GANs. Left: the generator family is one-dimensional distributions. The real distribution is
a mixture of 99% of generator one and 1% of the outliers marked as “TV perturbation” in the figure.
Right: the generator family is one-dimensional distributions. The real distribution is a mixture of
99% of the two-dimensional Gaussian whose support covers generator one, and 1% of the outliers
marked as “TV perturbation”. Both the total variation distance and the Wasserstein distance be-
tween generator one (which intuitively is the correct generator to select in infinite samples) and the
real distribution are gigantic.
A careful inspection of the arguments in [3] shows that the total variation is inappropriate when
the generator family consists of distributions with intrinsically low dimensions. Indeed, for any two
low-dimensional distributions whose supports do not overlap, the total variation distance between
them is the maximum value one. The Wasserstein distance is proposed in [3] to be a distance that
is continuous with respect to small local variations and is not sensitive to support mismatch.
However, the usual robust statistics setting is closer to the left of Figure 1, where the observed
distribution shares 99% of the support of generator one, with 1% outliers far away. Then, our goal
is to successfully recover generator one given the corruption.
A natural combination of the robust statistics formulation and the motivation of the Wasser-
stein GANs would give rise to the right of Figure 1, where neither total variation nor Wasserstein
2For GAN, the perturbation metric and the metric to recover original distribution are the same, but for general
robust statistics problem they might be different. The latter problem is beyond the scope of the paper.
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distance provides a meaningful description of the perturbation. Indeed, the generator family is
the one-dimensional distributions, and the observed distribution PX has 99% of the points in the
two-dimensional distribution covering generator one, plus 1% outliers. Ideally, the best generator
that fits this distribution should be generator one. However, both Wasserstein distance and total
variation distance between generator one and the observed distribution are gigantic. This is pre-
cisely due to the fact that this perturbation is in fact a sequential perturbation: we first perturb
generator under Wasserstein distance to obtain the two-dimensional distribution around generator
one, and then we perturb it under total variation distance to add the 1% outlier.
We naturally have the following Cascade GAN architecture to capture this perturbation model:
min
g∈G
min
g′∈G′
(
TV(PX ,Pg(Z)) + λW2(Pg(Z),Pg′(Z))
)
. (3)
In the context of Figure 1, the final generator family G is one-dimensional distributions, and the
intermediate generator family G′ is full-dimensional distributions. By solving equation (3), we are
assuming that a low dimensional Gaussian distribution Pg(Z) is perturbed under W2 distance to
form a high dimensional Gaussian distribution Pg′(Z), and then perturbed under TV distance to
get the observed distribution PX .
Generalizing the Cascade GAN architecture, we have multiple rounds of perturbation, and TV
and W2 can be replaced by any distance functions. A similar formulation was raised in [20], where
it was shown that sometimes Cascade GANs can be viewed as constraining the discriminator for
vanilla GANs. The chained TV and W2 perturbation problem may also be cast as a single perturba-
tion under a new distance function L(PX ,PY ) = infpi E[min(‖X−Y ‖2,1X 6=Y )]. However, this would
require a new design of GAN, while the Cascade GAN architecture is readily implementable given
two GANs designed specifically for TV and W2. We mention that AmbientGAN [11] is also pro-
posed to learn under the chained perturbation model, but it requires that the second perturbation
is simulatable.
2.3 Continuity with non-zero gradient
This property requires that the L we construct is neither too strong nor too weak for the family G.
Similar observations were made in [3] that motivated the W1 distance. For the sake of completeness,
we illustrate this point via a different example here. Consider the left figure in Fig. 2. Here the
generators are one-dimensional Gaussian distributions in high-dimensions, and we assume that
generator one is the real distribution. To ensure that our GAN is able to find the correct generator
one, it is natural to assume that the distance function L(Pg(Z),PX) is providing gradient for us to
locate the optimal generator. The middle figure of Figure 2 shows the distance as a function of θ
(the angle between these two one-dimensional Gaussians) under the Jensen–Shannon divergence,
while the right figure in Figure 2 shows that under the Wasserstein-2 distance. It is clear that the
Jensen–Shannon divergence reaches zero if and only if θ = 0, and then saturates for other values of
θ, while under W2 it is a continuous function of θ with non-vanishing gradient almost everywhere.
Intuitively speaking, the Jensen–Shannon divergence is a too strong distance such that it always
tells that the distributions are maximally different even if they are slightly apart. It is the saturation
that causes the discontinuity and the gradient to vanish. We remark that constructing a too weak
distance could also cause the gradient to vanish while being a continuous distance. For example,
if we construct a distance like L(P,Q) = ‖EP[X] − EQ[X]‖, then L(Pg1(Z),Pg2(Z)) ≡ 0 for the
generator family of centered one-dimensional Gaussian distributions.
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Figure 2: Plot of different discrepancy measures L as a function of θ. Left: the generator family
is one-dimensional Gaussians, and we denote the angle between any generator with generator one
as θ. Middle: the plot of the Jensen–Shannon divergence as a function of θ; Right: the plot of the
W2 distance as a function of θ. It is clear that the Jensen–Shannon divergence reaches zero if and
only if θ = 0, and then saturates for other values of θ, while under W2 it is a continuous function
of θ with non-vanishing gradient almost everywhere.
3 Generalization of GANs
Given the population target of the minimization problem
min
g∈G
L(Pg(Z),PX), (4)
in this section we study the problem of approximately solving this minimization problem given
only finitely many samples from PX . Concretely, given L and G, we observe n i.i.d. samples
X1, X2, . . . , Xn
i.i.d.∼ PX , and produce a generator g˜(·) ∈ G such that with probability at least 1− δ,
the following equation
L(Pg˜(Z),PX) ≤ C · inf
g(·)∈G
L(Pg(Z),PX) + n(G, L,PX , δ), (5)
holds. From now on, we define
OPT = inf
g(·)∈G
L(Pg(Z),PX) (6)
as the oracle error.
For fixed L and G, the oracle error is fixed. We focus our study on finding the best g˜ that
minimizes both the factor C on the oracle error, and also the stochastic error n which should
vanish as n→∞. Intuitively, the constant C should be 1, since when n =∞ we can perform the
minimization in (4) exactly to achieve it. Interestingly, we show that forcing C = 1, which is called
sharp oracle inequality in the literature [16], may be fundamentally in trade-off with the stochastic
error. This phenomenon is made precise in Theorem 7.
We emphasize that in formulation (5), we have not specified the algorithm family that generates
g˜. In this paper we mainly study g˜ that is produced by a GAN architecture, which proves to achieve
near-optimal sample complexity in specific problems.
3.1 The naive algorithm
Intuitively, an approximate method to solve (4) is to replace the real distribution PX with the
empirical distribution PˆnX formed with n i.i.d. samples from PX and perform
min
g∈G
L(Pg(Z), PˆnX). (7)
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It was observed in [4] if L is the W1 distance, then it requires number of samples n exponential
in the dimension d of X to ensure that W1(PˆnX ,PX) vanishes. Hence, it intuitively suggests that
PˆnX is a bad proxy for PX for n not big enough. Fig. 3 provides an intuitive explanation for the
poor performance of the naive projection algorithm. The poor performance occurs when the true
distribution (on the boundary of the larger circle) is far from the empirical distribution (at the
center), while one is able to find another generator output distribution (on the boundary of the
inner smaller circle) much closer to the center. In this case, the distance between the output
generator distribution and the real distribution would be at least the difference between the radius
of two circles. Completing the arguments, we show in Theorem 5 that if G is the Gaussian family
and L is W2, indeed one can find some distribution inside generator family that is closer to the
empirical distribution but very far away from the real distribution.
Figure 3: Illustration of poor performance of projecting the empirical distribution to the general
family under distance W2. The true distribution lies on the large circle, while one of the generator
distributions could be much closer to empirical distribution. This leads to the large discrepancy
between true distribution and the generator output distribution found by the naive algorithm.
3.2 Projection under admissible distance
We propose a general method, termed as projection under admissible distance to reduce the sample
complexity, and for a wide range of problems to achieve polynomial, even near optimal sample
complexities. Our key observation is that the population algorithm in (4) is not the unique approach
to achieve approximate optimality in searching the best generator g, even in population. We have
the following definition.
Definition 1 (Admissible distance). Suppose L is a pseudometric3. We say that the function
L′ is admissible with parameter (c1, c2, L′′) with respect to (L,G) if it satisfies the following two
properties:
1. Approximate resolution within generators: for any g1, g2 ∈ G,
c1(L
′(Pg1(Z),Pg2(Z))− L′(Pg2(Z),Pg2(Z))) ≥ L(Pg1(Z),Pg2(Z))− c2, (8)
2. Robust to perturbation: for any g ∈ G,P1,P2, there exists a function L′′ such that
|L′(Pg(Z),P1)− L′(Pg(Z),P2)| ≤ L′′(P1,P2) ≤ L(P1,P2), (9)
3The definition of pseudometric is included in Appendix (A).
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In other words, the approximate resolution requirement ensures that the new function L′ can
distinguish between generators at least as well as the desired distance L, and the robustness property
shows that observing a slightly different real distribution may not change the value of L′ by too
much. Of course, L′ = L is admissible with parameter (1, 0, L), but the key point of Definition 1 is
that there exist a large variety of functions L′ that are admissible. Note that we do not require L′
to be a pseudometric.
The next theorem shows that projecting under an admissible function achieves near optimality.
Theorem 1. Suppose L is a pseudometric, and L′ is admissible with parameter (c1, c2, L′′) with
respect to (L,G). Define
g′ = arg min
g∈G
L′(Pg(Z),PX). (10)
Then,
L(Pg′(Z),PX) ≤ (1 + 2c1)OPT + c2. (11)
Furthermore, suppose we observe n i.i.d. samples from PX and denote the empirical distribution
formed by the samples as PˆnX . Define
g′′ = arg min
g∈G
L′(Pg(Z), PˆnX). (12)
Then,
L(Pg′′(Z),PX) ≤ (1 + 2c1)OPT + 2c1L′′(PX , PˆnX) + c2. (13)
Remark 1. Theorem 1 shows that projecting the empirical distribution PˆnX to G under L′ still
achieves O(OPT ) approximation error, and the finite sample effect is reflected by the convergence
of L′′(PX , PˆnX) but not L(PX , PˆnX), which could be significantly faster. In concrete examples, we aim
at minimizing c1, and balancing c2 with c1L
′′(PX , PˆnX).
Remark 2. Theorem 1 characterizes the performance of projecting under any admissible L′. Train-
ing under an alternative discrepancy measure is already observed to be beneficial in practice. It is
claimed in [47] that training under a tighter evidence lower bounds can be detrimental to the process
of learning an inference network by reducing the signal-to-noise ratio of the gradient estimator for
variational autoencoder. In [20] and [40], using a restricted discriminator family is shown to be
related to a moment-matching effect. The recent work of [7] is most related to us, where a notion
of “conjoining discriminator” is developed, while we emphasize that the results in [7] only applies
to cases where OPT = 0, and the conjoining discriminator family is derived for a few specific
generators with L being the W1 distance.
The proof is deferred to Appendix (B.2).
3.3 Arbitrary G and pseudonorm L
Suppose L(P1,P2) can be written as ‖P1 − P2‖L, where ‖ · ‖L is a pseudonorm4 on a vector space
M which is a subset of signed measures on Rd. We have the following representation of ‖ · ‖L.
4The definition of pseudonorm is included in Appendix (A).
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Lemma 1. Assume appropriate topology on M such that any continuous linear functional of µ ∈
M can be written as ∫ fdµ for some measurable f , and for any µ ∈ M, the linear functional
M : αµ 7→ α‖µ‖L is continuous. For any measurable function f on Rd, define
‖f‖L∗ = sup
‖µ‖L=1,µ∈M
∫
fdµ. (14)
Then, we can represent ‖ · ‖L as an integral probability metric:
‖µ‖L = sup
f :‖f‖L∗=1
∫
fdµ. (15)
Lemma 1 is a consequence of the Hahn—Banach Theorem [33, Theorem 4.2]. The proof is de-
ferred to Appendix B.1. Note that we already know any integral probability metric is a pseudonorm.
In fact, the pseudonorm includes a wide range of discrepancy measures used in various GANs.
As a concrete example, MMD-GAN [36] minimizes the kernel maximum mean discrepancy distance,
which is a pseudonorm and thus can be further studied under our framework. Denoting
F = {f : ‖f‖L∗ = 1}, (16)
we can write
L(P1,P2) = sup
f∈F
∫
fdP1 −
∫
fdP2. (17)
We now design an admissible distance for L. Construct the -covering of G : G = {g1, g2, · · · , gN()}
such that ∀g ∈ G, ∃gi ∈ G, L(Pgi(Z),Pg(Z)) ≤ . We define
F = {fij : fij = arg max
f∈F
∫
fd(Pgi(Z) − Pgj(Z)), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N()}. (18)
In other words, interpreting F as the family of discriminators, in F we only include those
discriminators that are optimally discriminating between members in the -covering of G. In
some sense, F is the minimal set of useful discriminators for the generator family G. Naturally, it
leads to the definition of L′ as
L′(PX ,PY ) = sup
f∈F
∫
fd(PX − PY ). (19)
We have the following result.
Theorem 2. Assuming the true distribution is PX , let the GAN estimator be
g˜ = arg min
g(·)∈G
L′(Pg(Z), PˆnX), (20)
where L′ is defined in (19). Then
L(Pg˜(Z),PX) ≤ 3 inf
g(·)∈G
L(Pg(Z),PX) + 2L′(PX , PˆnX) + 4. (21)
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Furthermore, suppose the -covering number N() of G under L satisfies N() ≤ C (1 )d, and there
exists a constant B such that for any f ∈ F,
PX
(
E[f(X)]− 1
n
n∑
i=1
f(Xi) > t
)
≤ 2 exp
(
− nt
2
2B2
)
. (22)
Then, taking  =
(
d logn
n
) 1
2
, with probability at least 1−δ, there exists some constant D depend-
ing on B,C such that
L(Pg˜(Z),PX) ≤ 3 inf
g(·)∈G
L(Pg(Z),PX) +D(B,C) ·
(
1
n
max
(
d log(n), log
1
δ
)) 1
2
. (23)
Remark 3. Theorem 2 relies on two assumptions: the covering number of G and the concentra-
tion properties of f(X). The behavior of the assumed covering number is common in practice for
parametric families [17]. On the concentration properties, for any bounded function f , it follows
from the Hoeffding inequality [30] that the sub-Gaussian behavior is true. In another case, if f(·)
is a Lipschitz function and the distribution of X satisfies the logarithmic Sobolev inequality [35],
the result also holds.
The proof is deferred to Appendix (B.3). Theorem 2 provide insights into practice. It implies
1. The number of parameters of the discriminator family should be at most that of the generator
family since it suffices to only being able to distinguish between generator family distributions;
2. As the number of samples n increases, we need to gradually increase the parameters (discrim-
ination power) of the discriminators, as shown by the formula  =
(
d logn
n
)1/2
in Theorem 2;
3. Whenever discriminator wins phenomenon occurs, which means that in solving the projection
estimator the discriminator can always distinguish between the real and forged data, reduce
the number of parameters of the discriminator and it will not hurt the learning performance
as long as L′ is admissible;
4. As long as L(·, ·) is strong enough such that proximity under L ensures mode collapse does
not happen, projecting under L′ prohibits mode collapse.
3.4 Robust estimation: Gaussian location model and total variation distance
Consider the generator family being Gaussian location model and discrepancy measure being total
variation distance, i.e., G = {N (µ, I) : µ ∈ Rd}, L = TV. We have allowed ourselves to slightly
abuse notation here to denote G by the family of probability measures rather than the family of
functions. We denote by Pg some member in the generator family G. In the robust statistics
literature, it is usually assumed that there exists some distribution g∗ ∈ G, and we observe PX such
that
TV(PX ,Pg∗) (24)
is small. Since g∗ is unknown, we can equivalently state this assumption as
OPT = inf
g∈G
TV(PX ,Pg) (25)
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is small. This model is understood in the robust statistics literature as the oblivious adversary
contamination model which is stronger than the Huber additive contamination model since it
allows ”deletion”.
In robust statistics, the ultimate goal is that given empirical observations from PX , we would
like to obtain an estimate gˆ such that TV(Pgˆ,Pg∗) is small. Our observation is that it suffices to
guarantee that TV(Pgˆ,PX) is small, which is the goal of GANs. Indeed, it follows from the triangle
inequality that
TV(Pgˆ,Pg∗) ≤ TV(Pgˆ,PX) + TV(PX ,Pg∗) (26)
≤ OPT + TV(Pgˆ,PX). (27)
Utilizing the general framework of admissible distances, we present proofs for two GAN archi-
tectures that are both admissible distances of (TV, G), and both achieve optimal statistical error
up to a universal constant.
3.4.1 Admissible distance with parameter (1, 0,TV′)
We first construct an admissible distance for (TV,G) with parameter (1, 0,TV′). Define
TV′(Pg,PX) = sup
‖v‖=1,b∈Rd
PX(vT (X − b) ≥ 0)− Pg(vT (X − b) ≥ 0). (28)
Theorem 3. Let the GAN estimator be
g˜ = arg min
g∈G
TV′(Pg, PˆnX), (29)
where TV′ is defined in (28). Then, TV′ is an admissible distance of (TV,G) with parameter
(1, 0,TV′), and with probability at least 1− δ, there exists some universal constant C, such that
TV(Pg˜,PX) ≤ 3 ·OPT + C ·
√
d+ 1
n
+ 2
√
log(1/δ)
2n
. (30)
The proof is deferred to Appendix (B.4).
3.4.2 Tukey median
The Tukey median approach can be equivalently formulated as projecting under another admissible
distance. It is defined as the following: for two distributions P,Q, we define
LTukey(P,Q) = sup
v∈Rd
Q
(
(X − EP[X])Tv > 0
)− 1/2. (31)
It has been shown in previous literature that Tukey median is able to achieve optimal conver-
gence rate under Huber’s additive contamination model [15]. Based on the theory of admissible
distance, We provide a new simple proof for the optimality of Tukey median.
Theorem 4. Let the GAN estimator (Tukey median) be defined as
g˜ = arg min
g∈G
LTukey(Pg, PˆnX), (32)
where LTukey is defined in (31). Then, LTukey is an admissible distance of (TV,G) with parameter
(2, 0,TV′), where TV′(P1,P2) is defined in equation (28). With probability at least 1−δ, there exists
some universal constant C such that
TV(Pg˜,PX) ≤ 5 ·OPT + C ·
√
d+ 1
n
+ 4
√
log(1/δ)
2n
. (33)
The proof is deferred to Appendix (B.5).
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3.5 W2-GAN model
It was first shown in [22] that when the generator family is rank-constrained linear maps, L is the
Wasserstein-2 distance, and the real distribution is Gaussian, then the population GAN solution (4)
produces the PCA of the covariance matrix of the true distribution. Inspired by this phenomenon,
Quadratic GAN is proposed and both theoretical and empirical results demonstrate its fast gener-
alization. In this section, we relax the condition in (4) to consider arbitrary real distribution, but
stick to the rank-constrained linear map generator and W2 distance. This model generalizes PCA
and provides an intellectually stimulating playground for studying the generalization and optimiza-
tion properties of GANs. We demonstrate a few striking behaviors of the W2-GAN model in this
section.
3.5.1 Exponential sample complexity for the naive algorithm
The W2 distance is defined as
W2(PX ,PY ) =
√
inf
pi:piX=PX ,piY =PY
E‖X − Y ‖2, (34)
which admits a dual form:
W 22 (PX ,PY ) = E‖X‖22 + E‖Y ‖22 + 2 sup
ψ(·):convex
−E[ψ(X)]− E[ψ?(Y )], (35)
where ψ?(x) = supv v
Ty−ψ(v) is the convex conjugate of ψ. This dual form of W 22 can be used to
implement the quadratic GAN optimization in a min-max architecture between function g(·) and
ψ(·).
Without loss of generality, we can assume the means of PX ,PY are zero. Indeed, for any two
distributions PX ,PY , assume the corresponding means are µX and µY , and denote X ′ = X −µX ,
Y ′ = Y − µY . Then, we have
W 22 (PX ,PY ) = infpi E‖X‖
2
2 + E‖Y ‖22 − 2E[XTY ]
= inf
pi
E[Tr(XXT )] + E[Tr(Y Y T )]− 2E[XTY ]
= inf
pi
E[Tr(X ′X ′T )] + µTXµX + E[Tr(Y ′Y ′T )] + µTY µY − 2E[X ′TY ′]− 2µTXµY
= ‖µX − µY ‖22 +W 22 (PX′ ,PY ′). (36)
Thus, the W 22 between distributions with non-zero means can be decomposed to the difference
between means and W 22 between the centered distributions. In the rest of the paper, we mainly
consider W2 distance between zero-mean distributions except for Theorem 6 and 7.
To demonstrate the intricacies of GAN design, we start with the vanilla GAN architecture. We
assume the generator is linear, i.e. G = {g(Z) = AZ : A ∈ Rd×r, Z ∈ Rr}, which means that
g(Z) ∼ N (0,K) for some K positive semidefinite with rank at most r. The optimal generator in
this setting is trivially g(Z) = K1/2Z if PX = N (0,K) and r = d. However, as the next theorem
shows, it takes the GAN architecture more than exponential number of samples to approach the
optimal generator even when K is identity. It is a refinement of [22].
Theorem 5. Let the GAN estimator be
g˜ = arg min
g(·)∈G
W2(Pg(Z), PˆnX). (37)
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Then we have
W2(Pg˜(Z),PX) ≤ inf
g∈G
W2(Pg(Z),PX) + 2W2(PX , PˆnX). (38)
Furthermore, assume EPX [X] = 0, and PX satisfies the following assumption (which N (0, Id) sat-
isfies when d ≥ 3):
• X ∼ µ satisfies logarithmic Sobolev inequality, i.e. for some constant B > 0 and all smooth
f on Rd,
Ent(f2) ≤ 2BE(|∇f |2), (39)
where ∇f is the usual gradient of f , Ent(f) = Eµ(f log f)− Eµ(f) logEµ(f).
• Upper bound on expected W2 convergence rate5 for some constant C1 depending on PX :
E[W 22 (PX , PˆnX)] ≤ C1(PX) · n−2/d. (40)
Then, there exists some constant C depending on PX , such that with probability at least 1− δ,
W2(Pg˜(Z),PX) ≤ inf
g∈G
W2(Pg(Z),PX) + C(PX) · n−1/d + 2
√
2B log(1/δ)
n
. (41)
For lower bound, when PX = N (0, Id), we have with probability at least 0.99, there exist some
constants C2, C3(d), such that when n > C3(d) and d ≥ 5,
W2(Pg˜(Z),N (0, Id)) ≥ C2d1/2n−3/d. (42)
Remark 4. Equation (41) depends on two assumptions: the logarithmic Sobolev inequality (39)
and the expected convergence rate (40). The logarithmic Sobolev inequality holds for a wide range
of distributions including Gaussian distribution [35]. The upper bound on the expected convergence
rate holds for any distribution PX with finite d2d/(d − 2)e moment and d ≥ 5 [23]. It also holds
for N (0, Id) when d ≥ 3.
The proof is deferred to Appendix B.6. The proof of the theorem also provides a lower bound
for convergence rate of Wasserstein-2 distance between Gaussian and its empirical distribution,
which appears to be new.
Theorem 5 shows that even when there exists a generator that can perfectly reconstruct the
real distribution that produces the samples, the sample complexity grows at least exponentially
with the dimension of the data distribution. The result in Theorem 5 can also be understood as
an instantiation of the discriminator winning phenomenon. Indeed, unless we are given samples at
least exponential in the dimension d, the discriminator in the W2 dual representation can always
easily tell the difference between the empirical distribution PˆnX and the solved optimal generator
distribution g˜. Intuitively, to alleviate this phenomenon, one needs to design discriminators to
properly weaken their discriminating power.
5When the dimension of the support of PX is less than the ambient dimension d, the convergence rate is depending
on the intrinsic dimension but not the ambient dimension.
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3.5.2 Polynomial sample complexity GAN design
It was proposed in [22] that when PX is Gaussian, one shall project under the Quadratic GAN
distance defined as
W˜2(P1,P2) = W2(N (µ1,Σ1),N (µ2,Σ2)), (43)
where µ1,µ2 are means of P1,P2, and Σ1,Σ2 are covariances of P1,P2. This distance is also used in
the literature as the Fre´chet Inception Distance [28]. The following result analyzes the performance
of projecting under W˜2.
Theorem 6. Assume the generator family to search is rank-r affine generators:
Gr = {g(Z) = AZ + b : A ∈ Rd×r, Z ∈ Rr,b ∈ Rd}. (44)
Denote the family of full rank Gaussian distribution generator as G = {g(Z) = AZ + b : A ∈
Rd×d, Z ∈ Rd,b ∈ Rd}. Let the GAN estimator be
g˜ = arg min
g(·)∈Gr
W˜2(Pg(Z), PˆnX). (45)
Then, W˜2 is an admissible distance for (W2,G) with parameter (1, 0, W˜2), and
W2(Pg˜(Z),PX) ≤ ‖Σ1/2X −Σ1/2r ‖F + 2 inf
g(·)∈G
W2(Pg(Z),PX) + 2W˜2(PˆnX ,PX), (46)
here µX ,ΣX are the mean and covariance matrix of X, respectively, Σr is the best rank-r approx-
imation of ΣX under Frobenius norm (the r-PCA solution).
Furthermore, if the minimum eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of X is lower bounded by a
constant B6, then
W2(Pg˜(Z),PX) ≤ ‖Σ1/2X −Σ1/2r ‖F + 2 inf
g(·)∈G
W2(Pg(Z),PX) + 2
√
d
B
‖ΣX − Σˆ‖+ 2‖µX − µˆ‖, (47)
where µˆ, Σˆ are the empirical mean and covariance matrix of PˆnX , respectively.
Remark 5. It follows from [58] that if PX is sub-Gaussian, i.e., there exists some constant L such
that
PX(|〈X − E[X], x〉| > t) ≤ 2e−t2/L2 (48)
for t > 0 and ‖x‖2 = 1, then with probability at least 1− δ, we have
‖ΣX − Σˆ‖ . L2
√
log
(
2
δ
)√
d
n
(49)
and
‖µX − µˆ‖ .δ,L
√
d
n
. (50)
More generally, it follows from [59, Theorem 5.6.1] that if E[X] = 0, and for some K > 0, ‖X‖ ≤ K
almost surely, then for every n ≥ 1,
E‖ΣX − Σˆ‖ .
√
K2‖Σ‖ log d
n
+
(K2 + ‖Σ‖) log d
n
. (51)
6If the minimum eigenvalue is not lower bounded by a positive constant, we can show the stochastic error .
d1/2‖ΣX − Σˆ‖1/2 + +‖µX − µˆ‖.
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The proof of theorem is deferred to Appendix B.7. The results in Theorem 6 can be interpreted
in the following way.
1. ‖Σ1/2X −Σ1/2r ‖F : the PCA error introduced by rank mismatch between generator family and
true distribution;
2. 2 · infg(·)∈GW2(Pg(Z),PX): the non-Gaussianness of distribution PX ;
3. 2 · W˜2(PˆnX ,PX): stochastic error that vanishes as n→∞.
It is interesting to note that the when the distribution PX is indeed Gaussian, which is equivalent
to infg(·)∈GW2(Pg(Z),PX) = 0, the PCA error term cannot be improved even by a constant when
n→∞. Indeed, it is due to the observation [22] that
inf
g∈Gr
W2(Pg(Z),N (µX ,ΣX)) = ‖Σ1/2X −Σ1/2r ‖F . (52)
However, when r = d, it is not clear whether the factor 2 in front of the term infg(·)∈GW2(Pg(Z),PX)
is necessary. Can we reduce the constant 2 to 1 perhaps by using other algorithms?
3.5.3 The near-optimality of the Quadratic GAN
Motivated by Theorem 6, we first study the problem of whether it is possible to reduce the prefactor
2 of the non-Gaussianness term in (47). The following theorem shows that it is impossible to achieve
constant 1 without sacrificing the stochastic error term.
Theorem 7. Consider full-rank affine generator family G = {g(Z) = AZ + b : A ∈ Rd×d,b ∈
Rd, Z ∈ Rd}. Define
PK = {N (0, I)} ∪ {PX : ‖X − E[X]‖ ≤ K a.s., λmin(E[(X − E[X])(X − E[X])T ]) ≥ 1
2
}. (53)
Then, there exists a constant D > 0 such that there is no algorithm with the following property: for
any PX ∈ PK ,K ≥ D(
√
d+
√
ln (n)), algorithm A makes n draws from PX and with probability at
least 51/100 outputs a hypothesis PˆX satisfying
W2(PˆX ,PX) ≤ inf
g(·)∈G
W2(Pg(Z),PX) + (n, d), (54)
where (n, d)d n−6/d as n→∞.
The proof is relegated to Appendix (B.8). As an illustrating example in Figure 4, we specify
the discrepancy measure L to be W2, G = {g(Z) = AZ + b : A ∈ Rd×d,b ∈ Rd, Z ∈ Rd},
and plot E[W2(Pg˜(Z),PX)] as a function of OPT = infg∈GW2(PX ,Pg(Z)), for naive projection and
proposed algorithm. Furthermore, we show the minimal stochastic error for keeping the slope 1,
which means in order to make the stochastic error n in equation (5) smaller, it is necessary to
sacrifice the constant C.
Combining Theorem 6 and 7, we know that for the non-Gaussianness term, the prefactor 2 is
achievable by the Quadratic GAN, while the constant 1 is not achievable without sacrificing the
stochastic error. It is also shown in [12] that the sacrifice of constant factor in general cannot be
avoided if we require proper learning. Can we pin down the exact constant while still keeping the
stochastic error term small? The next theorem shows that the Quadratic GAN method cannot
achieve any constant that is strictly less than
√
2 even with infinite sample size.
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Figure 4: The trade-off between oracle error OPT and stochastic error n. Although Quadratic
GAN suffers from a larger prefactor C = 2 for the oracle error term, it achieves significantly smaller
overall error when the generator family is close to the target data distribution. ’Limit for C = 1’
line represents the best possible performance we can achieve if we want the slope to be 1, which
still requires exponential sample complexity when OPT = 0. For any OPT < 12(n
−1/d − n−1/2)
(left of the vertical line), the projection under the quadratic GAN method achieves smaller overall
error. Beyond the vertical line, one may consider switching to a more appropriate generator family.
Theorem 8. Suppose
G = {g(Z) = AZ : A ∈ Rd×d, Z ∈ Rd}, (55)
and the GAN estimator g˜ is defined in (45). Then, for any  > 0, there exists some distribution
PX ,EPX [X] = 0, infg∈GW2(Pg(Z),PX) > 0, such that with infinite sample size, we have
W2(Pg˜(Z),PX) ≥ (
√
2− ) inf
g∈G
W2(Pg(Z),PX). (56)
3.6 Admissible distances for Cascade GANs
In the Cascade GAN setting in (3), we have motivated the usage of the distance
L(P,Q) = min
g′∈G′
L1(Pg′(Z),Q) + λL2(P,Pg′(Z)) (57)
when the overall perturbation cannot be represented as only perturbing under L1 or L2, but a
cascaded perturbation L2 followed by L1. In this section, we consider the generalization problem (5)
for this new distance.
Theorem 9. Assume we have L′1 as an admissible distance for (L1,G′) with parameter (c1, c2, L′′1),
L′2 as an admissible distance for (L2,G′) with parameter (d1, d2, L′′2) for generator family G′, and
G ⊂ G′. We further assume that L′1(Pg,Pg) = L′2(Pg,Pg) = 0 for all g ∈ G′. Define the new distance
as
L′(P,Q) = min
g′∈G′
L′1(Pg′(Z),Q) + λL′2(P,Pg′(Z)). (58)
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Then, L′ is an admissible distance for L in (57) and G with parameter(
max(c1, d1),max(c1, d1) ·
(
c2
c1
+
d2
d1
)
, L′′1
)
,
and if we define the GAN estimator as
gˆ = arg min
g∈G
L′(Pg(Z), PˆnX), (59)
we have
L(Pgˆ(Z),PX) ≤ (1 + 2 max(c1, d1))OPT + 2 max(c1, d1)L′′1(PX , PˆnX) + max(c1, d1) ·
(
c2
c1
+
d2
d1
)
(60)
where
OPT = inf
g∈G
L(Pg(Z),PX). (61)
3.7 Testing the strength of discriminators with empirical samples
In order to achieve a fast convergence rate, it is crucial that L′′ in Theorem 1 is weak enough.
As illustrated in Theorem 5, with inappropriate choice of discriminator, discriminator winning
phenomenon will lead to poor performance of GANs. In this section, we propose a principled way
to predict the number of samples needed to alleviate the discriminator winning phenomenon from
empirical samples by a matching theory [1]. Concretely, we aim at estimating the distance between
empirical distribution and its population distribution L(PˆnX ,PX) using only empirical samples.
The method we propose is as follows. Given N samples from true distribution, we select the
first n < N/2 samples to form empirical distribution Pˆ1, and another disjoint n samples to form
empirical distribution Pˆ2. Then we compute L(Pˆ1, Pˆ2) as a proxy for L(PX , PˆnX). A special case of
this method is known as maximum discrepancy [8] in the literature. However, as is shown below,
our method is more general and can be applied to any pseudometric that is convex in its first
argument. Our non-asymptotic result below can be seen as a generalization of the asymptotic
justification for matching method in [48].
Theorem 10. Given N samples from true distribution, we select the first n < N/2 samples to
form empirical distribution Pˆ1, and another disjoint n samples to form empirical distribution Pˆ2.
Suppose L(P,Q) is a pseudometric which is convex in its first argument. Then,
E[L(PX , PˆnX)] ≤ E[L(Pˆ1, Pˆ2)] ≤ 2E[L(PX , PˆnX)]. (62)
The proof is deferred to Appendix B.11. In the experiments below, we use the matching method
to successfully recover the exponent as predicted in Theorem 5 and 6. We conduct the experiments
for estimating W2 and W˜2 distances between an isotropic Gaussian distribution and its empirical
distribution with d = 10 and d = 20, where the result is shown in Figure 5. We can see that
the matching method succesfully recovers the exponent of sample size n. In our analysis, it is
shown that for d ≥ 3 and n large enough, the quadratic GAN can achieve convergence rate as
dn−1/2, and the fitted rate from two figures are d1.00n−0.53. Meanwhile the convergence rate for
the naive W2 GAN structure is lower bounded by d
1/2n−3/d and upper bounded by C(d)n−1/d.
The fitted rate is d0.48n−1.24/d. We conjecture that the convergence rate is exactly d1/2n−1/d up
to universal multiplicative constants for the W2 distance when d ≥ 3, whose validity is currently
an open problem in optimal transport theory. Based on the matching method, we can estimate
the number of samples required for L(PX , PˆnX) to achieve certain error , which helps predict when
discriminator winning problem occurs.
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Figure 5: The estimated W2 and W˜2 distances between a high dimensional isotropic Gaussian
distribution and its empirical distribution for original W2 GAN and Quadratic GAN. The left
figure is for 10-dimensional Gaussian and the right figure is for 20-dimensional Gaussian. The x
and y axes are all logarithmic. The fitted coefficients of linear model from two lines show that the
matching method produces results that are consistent with theoretical predictions with reasonably
small sample sizes.
4 Optimization of GANs
GANs are usually optimized using alternating gradient descent (AGD), which is known to be
difficult to train, with little known stability or convergence guarantees. An unstable training
procedure may lead to mode collapse. Given a learning algorithm proposed from statistical
considerations, it is crucial to ensure that it is provably computationally efficient. Thus it is of
paramount importance to ensure that widely used algorithms such as AGD are able to provably
solve the GAN optimization problem.
It was shown in prior work [22] that the optimal generated distribution under (45) is a Gaussian
distribution whose covariance matrix is the r-PCA of the empirical covariance matrix Σˆ. However,
in practice, PCA is solved using specialized algorithms but not alternating gradient descent. Recent
work in Fre´chet Inception distance [28] also suggests training GAN under the quadratic GAN
distance W˜2 between coding layers. Hence, it is natural to answer whether particularizing the
alternating gradient descent algorithm to this specific setting produces a convergent, stable, and
efficient algorithm for the r-PCA. We mention that [22] has obtained some results in this direction
but here we explore the question in greater depth.
In this section, we show that for the linear generator family
Gr = {g(Z) = AZ : A ∈ Rd×r, Z ∈ Rr} (63)
and W2 distance, AGD is globally asymptotically stable when r = d, but is generally not locally
asymptotically stable when r < d. We propose another GAN architecture based on parameter
sharing which is provably globally asymptotically stable7 and successfully computes the PCA using
AGD. Intuitively, one reason why AGD is not locally asymptotically stable in solving the W2-GAN
formulation of PCA is that the minimax value is not the same as the maximin value in the GAN
formulation, but AGD does not favor minimax explicitly over maximin. However, we do emphasize
that this is not the sole reason, since the example in Figure 7 has duality gap zero, but alternating
gradient descent is not asymptotically stable in solving the minimax.
7The definition of local and global asymptotic stability is in Appendix (A).
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The key insight we draw is that utilizing information on where the maximum is attained can
help us design a new minimax formulation whose duality gap (minimax value minus maximin
value) is zero, while at the same time the new minimax value is equal to the old minimax value.
It is in constrast with other convexification approaches such as MIX-GAN [4], MAD-GAN [25]
and Stackelberg GAN [64], where new minimax problems are proposed with smaller duality gap,
but the new minimax problem shares neither the same minimax value nor the same generator
set as the old formulation. Indeed, applying their formulations to the PCA setting mentioned
above would trivialize the problem: by using multiple generators it is equivalent to finding the best
full -dimensional Gaussian approximation for an arbitrary distribution, and the Quadratic GAN
would simply output the Gaussian distribution whose mean and covariance match the observed
distribution.
We summarize the minimax and maximin values in Table 1 for the original Quadratic GAN in
Theorem 12 and proposed Parameter Sharing GAN in Theorem 13. One can see that for original
Quadratic GAN, the duality gap is non-zero, while Parameter Sharing GAN circumvents this issue,
resulting in global stability for alternative gradient descent.
Table 1: Minimax and maximin values of original Quadratic GAN in (65) for r = 1 and Parameter
Sharing GAN in (72).
Original GAN for r = 1 Parameter Sharing GAN
minimax Tr(K)− λ1 Tr(K)− λ1
maximin 0 Tr(K)− λ1
4.1 Instability for optimization in degenerate case
Let Gr be defined in (63). Theorem 6 shows that the algorithm specified in (64) below
g˜ = arg min
g(·)∈Gr
W2(Pg(Z),N (µˆ, Σˆ)) (64)
enjoys desirable statistical properties. Can this problem be solved efficiently numerically? First,
we show two equivalent minimax formulation of (64) via the following theorem:
Theorem 11. The GAN optimization problem in equations (64) with µˆ = 0 can be cast as several
equivalent forms. We can either do
min
U≥0,r(U)≤r
sup
A>0
Tr((I −A)K + (I −A−1)U) (65)
or do
min
U≥0,r(U)≤r
sup
A≥0,R(U)⊂R(A)
Tr((I −A)K + (I −A†)U). (66)
Here K = Σˆ, A is the discriminator, and U is the covariance matrix for the distribution of gener-
ator.
It follows from [6, Pg. 129] that when r = d, alternating gradient descent converges to the
optimal solution U∗ = K [22]. However, one of the key features of GANs is that usually the
generator distribution is supported on a low-dimensional manifold embedded in the space with
high ambient dimensions. What happens when r < d? It is not difficult to see that alternate
gradient descent is not globally convergent in this case [22]. We show here that one does not even
have local asymptotic stability.
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Theorem 12. The optimization problem (65) is generally not locally asymptotically stable when
r(U) = 1 using alternating gradient descent.
As an illustrating example, we consider d = 2, and decompose U = vvT . We denote A as
[a11, a12; a21, a22]. Let K be [1, 0; 0, 0]. The corresponding optimal solution is v = (1, 0), a11 = 1,
a12 = a22 = 0. Figure 6 shows that starting from the optimal solution pair (A
∗, U∗), if we let A
deviate from A∗ a little, U would be immediately repulsed off U∗. Furthermore, we simulate the
dynamics of both A and U after perturbation in Figure 7 under the same setting. It can be seen
that a22 is monotone increasing and other values are fluctuating around the equilibrium. Thus the
system is not locally asymptotically stable.
Figure 6: The illustration of the instability of alternating gradient descent in GAN optimization in
Theorem 12. We add 0.1 perturbation on both a11and a22, and plot the gradient flow for v. The
star in the middle of the figure is the optimal point for v. As long as A is perturbed a little, it would
be repelled from the optimal point. This intuitively explains why alternating gradient descent is
not locally asymptotically stable.
Our result provides a provable example that is of the same spirit as the example in [37] which
showed experimentally that standard gradient dynamics of GAN to learn a mixture of Gaussian
often fails to converge, while training generator with optimal discriminator would lead to conver-
gence. It is also shown in [41] that employing a gradient-based learning algorithm for general-sum
and potential games will avoid a non-negligible subset of the local Nash equilibrium, and will lead
to convergence to non-Nash strategies.
4.2 Stability results for Parameter Sharing GAN
Ideally, in order to solve the minimax GAN optimization problem, we need to first solve the max
and then the min, since minimax may not equal maximin in general. The failure of alternating
gradient descent in Theorem 12 shows that treating the min and max optimization problems in an
equal footing may cause instability problems. The idea of solving more the maximization problem
and less the minimization problem is implicitly suggested in [50] and the two time-scale update
rule [28].
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Figure 7: The simulation of the dynamics of alternating gradient descent in GAN optimization
in Theorem 12. We add 0.0001 perturbation on a11, a12, a22, v1 and −0.0001 perturbation on v2.
We plot the change of values with time. We can see a22 is monotone increasing and other values
are fluctuating around equilibrium. This shows that alternating gradient descent is not locally
asymptotically stable.
The next result shows that if we embed some knowledge of the optimal solution of the inner
maximization problem, we can create a new minimax formulation with the following properties:
• Zero duality gap: the minimax value equals the maximin value;
• Relation to old minimax formulation: the minimax value of the new formulation is equal
to the minimax value of the old formulation without changing the generator.
• Optimization stability: AGD is globally asymptotically stable in solving the r-PCA for
r = 1.
Naturally, one shall embed the connections between the optimal value A∗ and U∗ in the opti-
mization problem. It can be shown that when r = 1, the optimal solutions in (65) can be written
in the following form:
K = QΣQT (67)
U∗ = λ1v1vT1 (68)
A∗ = v1vT1 , (69)
where (67) is the eigenvalue decomposition of K, Q = [v1, v2, . . . , vd], and Σ = diag(λ1, λ2, . . . , λd)
ranks the eigenvalues of K in a descending order. In other words, U∗ is the 1-PCA of K, and A∗
shares the linear subspace as U∗ with the eigenvalue being one. It naturally leads to the following
parameter sharing GAN architecture. ( [22] considered another parameter sharing architecture.)
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Theorem 13. Alternating gradient descent is globally asymptotically stable in solving GAN in the
parameter sharing formulation, where
A = λvvT , (70)
U = bvvT , (71)
and we use alternating gradient descent to solve
min
‖v‖=1,b≥0
sup
λ≥0
Tr((I −A)K + (I −A†)U). (72)
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4
A Definition of Terms
Definition 2 (Pseudometric). A non-negative real-valued function d : X ×X → R+ is a pseudo-
metric if for any x, y, z ∈ X, the following condition holds:
d(x, x) = 0. (73)
d(x, y) = d(y, x). (74)
d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z). (75)
Unlike a metric, one may have d(x, y) = 0 for distinct values x 6= y.
Definition 3 (Pseudonorm). A real-valued function ‖ · ‖ : X → R is a pseudonorm if for any
x, y ∈ X, the following condition holds:
‖x‖ ≥ 0, x = 0⇒ ‖x‖ = 0. (76)
‖cx‖ = |c|‖x‖. (77)
‖x+ y‖ ≤ ‖x‖+ ‖y‖. (78)
A pseudonorm differs from a norm in that the pseudonorm can be zero for nonzero vectors (func-
tions).
Definition 4 (-covering number [17]). Let (V, ‖ · ‖) be a normed space, and G ∈ V . We say
{V1, ..., VN} is an -covering of G if ∀g ∈ G, ∃i such that ‖g − Vi‖ ≤ .
Definition 5 (Equilibrium point [52]). Consider a nonlinear time-invariant system dxdt = f(x),
where f : Rd → Rd. A point x∗ ∈ Rd is an equilibrium point of the system if f(x∗) = 0.
Definition 6 (Local stability [52]). An equilibrium point in a system is locally stable if any point
initialized near the equilibrium point stays near that equilibrium point. Formally, we say that an
equilibrium point x∗ is locally stable if for all  > 0, there exists a δ > 0 such that
‖x(0)− x∗‖ < δ ⇒ ‖x(t)− x∗‖ < ,∀t > 0 (79)
Definition 7 (Local asymptotic stability [52]). An equilibrium point x∗ in a system is locally
asymptotically stable if it is locally stable, and there exists a δ > 0, such that
‖x(0)− x∗‖ < δ ⇒ lim
t→∞ ‖x(t)− x
∗‖ = 0 (80)
Definition 8 (Global asymptotic stability [52]). An equilibrium point x∗ is globally asymptotically
stable if it is locally stable, and limt→∞ ‖x(t)− x∗‖ = 0 for all x(0) ∈ Rd.
B Proof of Lemmas and Theorems
B.1 Proof of Lemma 1
It follows from the definition of the pseudonorm that ‖x‖L is a sublinear function on the vector
space. It follows from the definition of ‖f‖L∗ that for any f such that ‖f‖L∗ = 1, we have∫
fdµ ≤ ‖µ‖L. (81)
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Hence, it suffices to show that for every µ, we can indeed find some f such that ‖f‖L∗ = 1 and∫
fdµ = ‖µ‖L.
For any µ, consider a continuous linear functional M defined on the one-dimensional subspace
{α · µ : α ∈ R}, such that M(αµ) = α‖µ‖L. Clearly, we have
M(αµ) ≤ ‖αµ‖L = |α|‖µ‖L. (82)
It follows from the Hahn–Banach theorem [33, Theorem 4.2] that we can extend M to the whole
vector space to obtain another linear functional T such that T (µ) = ‖µ‖L, and the T (µ′) ≤ ‖µ′‖L
for any µ′. The proof is completed by noting that we have assumed any continuous linear functional
can be written as
∫
fdµ for some measurable f .
B.2 Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. It follows from the definition of OPT in (6) that there exists some g∗ such that
OPT = L(Pg∗(Z),PX). (83)
We have
L(Pg′(Z),PX) ≤ L(Pg′(Z),Pg∗(Z)) + L(Pg∗(Z),PX) (84)
≤ c2 + c1(L′(Pg′(Z),Pg∗(Z))− L′(Pg∗(Z),Pg∗(Z))) +OPT (85)
≤ c2 + c1
(
L′(Pg′(Z),PX)− L′(Pg∗(Z),Pg∗(Z)) +OPT
)
+OPT (86)
= c1(L
′(Pg′(Z),PX)− L′(Pg∗(Z),Pg∗(Z))) + (1 + c1)OPT + c2 (87)
≤ c1(L′(Pg∗(Z),PX)− L′(Pg∗(Z),Pg∗(Z))) + (1 + c1)OPT + c2 (88)
≤ c1(L′(Pg∗(Z),Pg∗(Z)) +OPT − L′(Pg∗(Z),Pg∗(Z))) + (1 + c1)OPT + c2 (89)
= (1 + 2c1)OPT + c2. (90)
Concretely, (84) follows from the triangle inequality of L, (85) follows from the first property of
admissibility of L′, (86) follows from the second property of admissibility and the fact that L′′ ≤ L,
(88) follows from the definition of g′, (89) follows from the second property of admissibility.
For the estimator g′′, following similar lines of arguments in equation (87), we have
L(Pg′′(Z),PX) ≤ c1(L′(Pg′′(Z),PX)− L′(Pg∗(Z),Pg∗(Z))) + (1 + c1)OPT + c2
≤ c1(L′(Pg′′(Z), PˆnX) + L′′(PX , PˆnX)− L′(Pg∗(Z),Pg∗(Z))) + (1 + c1)OPT + c2
≤ c1(L′(Pg∗(Z), PˆnX) + L′′(PX , PˆnX)− L′(Pg∗(Z),Pg∗(Z))) + (1 + c1)OPT + c2
= c1L
′(Pg∗(Z), PˆnX) + c1L′′(PX , PˆnX)− c1L′(Pg∗(Z),Pg∗(Z)) + (1 + c1)OPT + c2
≤ c1(L′(Pg∗(Z),PX) + L′′(PX , PˆnX)) + c1L′′(PX , PˆnX)− c1L′(Pg∗(Z),Pg∗(Z)) + (1 + c1)OPT + c2
= c1L
′(Pg∗(Z),PX) + 2c1L′′(PX , PˆnX)− c1L′(Pg∗(Z),Pg∗(Z)) + (1 + c1)OPT + c2
≤ c1(L′(Pg∗(Z),Pg∗(Z)) +OPT ) + 2c1L′′(PX , PˆnX)− c1L′(Pg∗(Z),Pg∗(Z)) + (1 + c1)OPT + c2
= (1 + 2c1)OPT + 2c1L
′′(PX , PˆnX) + c2. (91)
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B.3 Proof of Theorem 2
We first show that the first property is satisfied with c1 = 1, c2 = 4. Apparently, L
′(PX ,PX) = 0
for any PX . Indeed, for any g˜, g∗ ∈ G, by the definition of G, ∃g1, g2 ∈ G, such that
L(Pg˜(Z),Pg1(Z)) ≤ , L(Pg2(Z),Pg∗(Z)) ≤ . (92)
Thus by triangle inequality
L(Pg˜(Z),Pg∗(Z)) ≤ L(Pg˜(Z),Pg1(Z)) + L(Pg1(Z),Pg2(Z)) + L(Pg2(Z),Pg∗(Z))
≤ L(Pg1(Z),Pg2(Z)) + 2
= L′(Pg1(Z),Pg2(Z)) + 2
≤ L′(Pg1(Z),Pg˜(Z)) + L′(Pg˜(Z),Pg∗(Z)) + L′(Pg∗(Z),Pg2(Z)) + 2
≤ L′(Pg˜(Z),Pg∗(Z)) + 4, (93)
where in the last inequality we used the fact that L′ ≤ L.
The second property of admissibility is satisfied since L′ satisfies the triangle inequality and we
can take L′′ = L′. Applying Theorem 1, we have
L(Pg˜(Z),PX) ≤ 3 ·OPT + 2L′(PX , PˆnX) + 4 (94)
In order to bound L′(PX , PˆnX), we write it as
L′(PX , PˆnX) = sup
f∈F
E[f(X)]− 1
n
n∑
i=1
f(Xi). (95)
Suppose there exists a constant B such that for any f ∈ F,
P(E[f(X)]− 1
n
n∑
i=1
f(Xi) > t) ≤ 2 exp(− nt
2
2B2
). (96)
Using union bound, we can get
P( sup
f∈F
E[f(X)− 1
n
n∑
i=1
f(Xi)] > t) ≤ 2|F| exp(− nt
2
2B2
)
≤ 2N2 exp(−
nt2
2B2
)
≤ 2C2
(
1

)2d
exp(− nt
2
2B2
), (97)
since we have assumed that N ≤ C
(
1

)d
. Denoting the right hand side in equation (97) as δ, we
have
t =
√
2B2
n
log(
2C2
δ2d
). (98)
Then with probability at least 1− δ, we have
L(Pg˜(Z),PX) ≤ 3 ·OPT + 2
√
2B2
n
log(
2C2
δ2d
) + 4. (99)
Taking  = (d lognn )
1
2 , we can derive
L(Pg˜(Z),PX) ≤ 3 ·OPT +D(B,C)
(
1
n
max
(
d log(n), log
1
δ
)) 1
2
. (100)
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B.4 Proof of Theorem 3
From the definition of TV′ in (28), there is TV′(PX ,PX) = 0 for any PX . By definition of total
variation distance, we have for g1, g2 ∈ G,
TV′(Pg1 ,Pg2) = TV(Pg1 ,Pg2), (101)
since the optimal set to distinguish between Pg1 and Pg2 is a halfspace. Thus the first property is
satisfied with c1 = 1, c2 = 0.
The second property of admissibility is satisfied since TV′ satisfies the triangle inequality and
we can take L′′ = TV′. Applying Theorem 1, we have
TV(Pg˜,PX) ≤ 3 · inf
g∈G
TV(Pg,PX) + 2TV′(PX , PˆnX)
≤ 3 ·OPT + 2TV′(PX , PˆnX). (102)
Since the class A = {{x ∈ Rd : 〈v,x〉 + b > 0} : ‖v‖2 = 1,b ∈ Rd} is all halfspaces in Rd,
it has VC dimension d + 1 [57]. By VC inequality [17, Theorem 2.2, Chap. 4], regardless of the
distribution PX , we have with probability at least 1 − δ, there exists some absolute constant C,
such that
TV′(PX , PˆnX) ≤ C ·
√
d+ 1
n
+
√
log(1/δ)
2n
. (103)
Combining equation (102) and (103), we can derive with probability at least 1− δ, there exists
some universal constant C, such that
TV(Pg˜,PX) ≤ 3 ·OPT + C ·
√
d+ 1
n
+ 2
√
log(1/δ)
2n
. (104)
B.5 Proof of Theorem 4
We first show the first property is satisfied. From the definition of LTukey in (31), there is
LTukey(PX ,PX) = 0 for any PX ∈ G since each distribution in G is symmetric. For any two
distribution P1 = N (µ1, I),P2 = N (µ2, I), it follows from straightforward computation that
TV(P1,P2) = 2Φ
(‖µ1 − µ2‖2
2
)
− 1. (105)
We also have
LTukey(P1,P2) = Φ (‖µ1 − µ2‖2)− 1/2. (106)
Here Φ(x) =
∫ x
−∞ φ(x)dx is the standard normal CDF. We notice that for any P1,P2 ∈ G, we have
LTukey(P1,P2) ≥ 1
2
TV(P1,P2), (107)
which follows from the fact that Φ(x) as a function on [0,∞) is non-decreasing. Hence the first
property is satisfied with c1 = 2, c2 = 0.
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As for the second property, we notice that
|LTukey(Pg,P1)− LTukey(Pg,P2)| = | sup
v∈Rd
P1
(
(X − EPg [X])Tv > 0
)− sup
v∈Rd
P2
(
(X − EPg [X])Tv > 0
) |
≤ sup
A∈{{x:(x−b)T v>0}:v,b∈Rd}
P1(A)− P2(A)
= TV′(P1,P2), (108)
where TV′(P1,P2) is defined in equation (28). Thus LTukey satisfies the second property with
L′′ = TV′.
Applying Theorem 1 we can derive
TV(Pg˜,PX) ≤ 5 ·OPT + 4TV′(PX , PˆnX). (109)
It follows from similar arguments to that in the proof of Theorem 3 that there exists an absolute
constant C > 0 such that with probability at least 1− δ,
TV(Pg˜,PX) ≤ 5 ·OPT + C ·
√
d+ 1
n
+ 4
√
log(1/δ)
2n
. (110)
B.6 Proof of Theorem 5
B.6.1 Concentration for W2 distance for distributions that satisfy logarithmic Sobolev
inequality
Following the similar idea in [27, Corollary 5.5], we can prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2. For any measure µ on Polish space X , consider random variable X ∼ µ and corre-
sponding empirical samples x ∈ X n, with each xi sampled i.i.d. from distribution µ. The map
x→W2(PX , PˆnX) is 1√n -Lipschitz under Euclidean distance, i.e., viewing W2(PX , PˆnX) as a function
W (x), for different sets of samples x, x′
‖W (x)−W (x′)‖ ≤ 1√
n
‖x− x′‖. (111)
Proof. By triangle inequality of the W2 distance
‖W (x)−W (x′)‖ ≤W2(PˆnX , PˆnX′). (112)
We know that the Wasserstein distance is related to Talagrand function [27] as follows:
W2(µ, v) = T2(µ, v) 12
= inf
pi
{∫
X 2
|x− y|2dpi(x, y);pi(x, y) ∈ P(X 2);pi(x) = µ, pi(y) = v
} 1
2
. (113)
According to the convexity of T2(·, ·) [60, Theorem 4.8], one has
W2(PˆnX , PˆnX′) = (T2(PˆnX , PˆnX′))
1
2
≤ ( 1
n
n∑
i=1
T2(δ(xi), δ(x′i))
1
2
=
1√
n
(
n∑
i=1
(xi − x′i)2)
1
2
=
1√
n
‖x− x′‖. (114)
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Thus we have
‖W (x)−W (x′)‖ ≤ 1√
n
‖x− x′‖. (115)
Under the same setting, we can derive the concentration property of W2 distance between any
distribution that satisfies logarithmic Sobolev inequality and its empirical distribution as follows.
Lemma 3. Let µ be a probability measure on Rn such that for some constant B > 0 and all smooth
f on Rn,
Ent(f2) ≤ 2BE(|∇f |2), (116)
where ∇f is the usual gradient of f , Ent(f) = Eµ(f log f)− Eµ(f) logEµ(f). Assume X ∼ µ, the
Wasserstein distance W2(PX , PˆnX) satisfies
P(W2(PX , PˆnX) ≥ E[W2(PX , PˆnX)] + t) ≤ exp(−nt2/2B). (117)
From Lemma 2, we know that W2(PX ,PnX) is a Lipschitz function for samples x. Thus by the
Herbst argument [35, 2.3], we can directly derive the inequality (117).
B.6.2 Proof for upper bound
Denote
g∗ = arg min
g∈G
W 22 (Pg(Z),PX). (118)
By the triangle inequality, we have for any PX ,
W2(PX ,Pg˜(Z)) ≤W2(PX , PˆnX) +W2(Pg˜(Z), PˆnX)
≤W2(PX , PˆnX) +W2(Pg∗(Z), PˆnX)
≤ 2W2(PX , PˆnX) +W2(Pg∗(Z),PX)
= inf
g∈G
W2(Pg(Z),PX) + 2W2(PX , PˆnX). (119)
We can upper bound the term W2(PX , PˆnX) given the following two assumptions:
• X ∼ µ satisfies logarithmic Sobolev inequality in (116).
• Upper bound on expected convergence rate for some constant C1 depending on distribution
PX :
E[W 22 (PX , PˆnX)] ≤ C1(PX) · n−2/d. (120)
The first assumption would lead to concentration inequality (117) by Lemma (2). From (120),
by Jensen’s inequality, we can show that
E[W2(PX , PˆnX)] ≤
√
C1(PX) · n−1/d. (121)
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Taking right-hand side in equation (117) as δ and solving for t, we have with probability at
least 1− δ, there exists some constant C1 depending on PX , such that
W2(PX , PˆnX) ≤ C1(PX) · n−1/d +
√
2B log(1/δ)
n
. (122)
Now we can derive the conclusion: for any distribution satisfying (116) and (120), there exists some
constant C1(PX), such that with probability at least 1− δ, we have
W2(PX ,Pg˜(Z)) ≤ inf
g∈G
W2(Pg(Z),PX) + C1(PX) · n−1/d + 2
√
2B log(1/δ)
n
. (123)
B.6.3 Proof of lower bound for Gaussian distribution
We first lower bound the term W2(N (0, I), PˆnX). We bound W2 distance by W1 distance by Ho¨lder’s
inequality and then use the Kantorovich duality:
W2(N (0, I), PˆnX) ≥W1(N (0, I), PˆnX)
= sup
f :‖f‖L≤1
(Ef(X)− Ef(Y )), (124)
where X ∼ N (0, I), Y ∼ PˆnX . We take a specific Lipschitz-1 function to further lower bound it:
f(x) = min
i
‖x−Xi‖, (125)
where i ∈ [n] and Xi is the i-th sample. We know that Ef(Y ) = 0 since Y is empirical distribution,
thus
W2(N (0, I), PˆnX) ≥ EX∼N (0,I) min
i
‖X −Xi‖. (126)
This is the nearest neighbor distance for Gaussian distribution, which is extensively studied in
the literature [39,45,61]. We know that there exist constants C2(d), C3, such that when n > C2(d)
and d > 1, with probability at least 0.999,
EX∼N (0,I)[min
i
‖X −Xi‖] ≥ C3
Γ(1 + 1d)
V
1/d
d
∫
Rn
f1−1/d(x)dx · n−1/d
≥ C ′3d1/2n−1/d (127)
as n→∞.
Thus, we can conclude that for n > C2(d) and d > 1, there exist a constant C3, such that with
probability at least 0.999,
W2(N (0, I), PˆnX) ≥ C3d1/2n−1/d. (128)
Note that when d = 1, it is known from [10, Corollary 6.14] that the convergence rate of
E[W2(N (0, I), PˆnX)] is Θ
(
log logn
n
)1/2
. The exact convergence rate for the case of d = 2 remains
open.
Before proving the exponential convergence rate lower bound for the Gaussian distribution, we
first consider a simpler case which searches the generator in a subset of the linear generator family,
11
G = {N (0, cId) : c ∈ R}, with real distribution N (0, Id). Naive estimator aims at looking for c that
minimizes the W2 distance between empirical distribution and generator function:
cˆ = arg min
c≥0
W 22 (N (0, cId), PˆnX). (129)
Assume Xˆ ∼ PˆnX , Z ∼ N (0, Id), denote ρn = suppiZ=N (0,Id),piXˆ=PˆnX E[Z
T Xˆ]. The W 22 distance
in equation (129) is given by
W 22 (N (0, cˆI), PˆnX) = min
c≥0
W 22 (N (0, cI), PˆnX)
= min
c≥0
E‖Z‖22c2 + E‖Xˆ‖22 − 2 sup
pi
E[ZT Xˆ]c
= min
c≥0
dc2 +
1
n
n∑
i=1
‖xi‖2 − 2ρnc
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
‖xi‖2 + min
c≥0
dc2 − 2ρnc
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
‖xi‖2 − ρ
2
n
d
. (130)
The optimal c that minimizes the distance between empirical distribution and real distribution
is
cˆ =
ρn
d
. (131)
Furthermore, we know that
W 22 (N (0, I), PˆnX) = E‖Z‖22 + E‖Xˆ‖22 − 2 sup
pi
E[ZT Xˆ]
= d+
1
n
n∑
i=1
‖xi‖2 − 2ρn. (132)
We denote A = 1n
∑n
i=1 ‖xi‖2, which satisfies E[A] = d and Var(A) = 2dn . We note that for
d ≥ 5, we have dn−2/d 
√
d
n as n → ∞. Hence, with probability at least 0.99, there exists some
C2(d) > 0, C3 > 0, C4 > 0 such that for n > C2(d), d ≥ 5, we have A ≤ d + C3
√
d
n , d − ρn ≥
C4dn
−2/d.
For the lower bound ofW2(N (0, I),Pg˜(Z)), we use triangle inequality and the fact thatW2(Pg˜(Z), PˆnX) ≤
12
W2(N (0, cˆI), PˆnX). With probability at least 0.99, for n > C2(d) and d ≥ 5,
W2(N (0, I),Pg˜(Z)) ≥W2(N (0, I), PˆnX)−W2(Pg˜(Z), PˆnX)
≥W2(N (0, I), PˆnX)−W2(N (0, cˆI), PˆnX)
=
√
d+A− 2ρn −
√
A− ρ
2
n
d
=
d+A− 2ρn − (A− ρ
2
n
d )√
d+A− 2ρn +
√
A− ρ2nd
=
(d− ρn)2
d(
√
d+A− 2ρn +
√
A− ρ2nd )
(133)
=
(d− ρn)3/2
d
√
d− ρn
√
d+A− 2ρn +
√
A− ρ2nd
(134)
≥ C5d1/2n−3/d. (135)
B.7 Proof of Theorem 6
B.7.1 Uniform continuity of matrix square root operator in operating norm
We need the following lemma for the proof of main theorem.
Lemma 4. [21] For any symmetric positive definite matrices A, B, we have
‖A 12 −B 12 ‖ . ‖A−B‖ 12 , (136)
where ‖ · ‖ is the operator norm.
Proof. Since equation (136) is homogeneous in scaling, it suffices to prove that for ‖A −B‖ ≤ 1,
there is ‖A 12 −B 12 ‖ ≤ C. Now consider the function
f(x) =
∫ 1
0
[
1− 1
1 + tx
]
t−3/2dt. (137)
Let s = tx, we get
f(x) = x1/2
∫ x
0
s
1 + s
s−3/2ds
= x1/2
(∫ ∞
0
s
1 + s
s−3/2ds−
∫ ∞
x
s
1 + s
s−3/2ds
)
= Kx
1
2 + g(x), (138)
where K =
∫∞
0
s
1+ss
−3/2ds, g(x) = x1/2
∫∞
x
s
1+ss
−3/2ds. It can be easily seen that K < ∞ and
|g(x)| ≤ 2. Thus, we know
‖KA1/2 − f(A)‖ = ‖g(A)‖ ≤ 2. (139)
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This would imply
‖A 12 −B 12 ‖ ≤ ‖A 12 − f(A)
K
‖+ ‖f(A)
K
− f(B)
K
‖+ ‖f(B)
K
−B 12 ‖
≤ 4
K
+
1
K
‖f(A)− f(B)‖. (140)
Since we know that ‖A − B‖ ≤ 1, as long as f is Lipschitz in operating norm, we can conclude
that ‖A 12 −B 12 ‖ is bounded, thus leading to uniform continuity. We show f is Lipschitz in the rest
of the proof. Note that integration and matrix operation commute. Thus,
f(A) =
∫ 1
0
(I− (I + tA)−1)t−3/2dt, (141)
f(A)− f(B) =
∫ 1
0
((I + tB)−1 − (I + tA)−1)t−3/2dt
=
∫ 1
0
(I + tB)−1(A−B)(I + tA)−1t−1/2dt. (142)
The last equation comes from the identity X−1 −Y−1 = X−1(Y −X)Y−1. Then we can derive
‖f(A)− f(B)‖ = ‖
∫ 1
0
(I + tB)−1(A−B)(I + tA)−1t−1/2dt‖
≤
∫ 1
0
‖(I + tB)−1(A−B)(I + tA)−1t−1/2‖dt
≤
∫ 1
0
‖(I + tB)−1‖ · ‖(A−B)‖ · ‖(I + tA)−1‖t−1/2dt
≤ ‖(A−B)‖
∫ 1
0
t−1/2dt
= 2‖(A−B)‖. (143)
This finishes the proof of the whole lemma.
B.7.2 Proof of main theorem
Similar to Theorem 2, the moment matching Wasserstein-2 distance W˜2 is an admissible distance
of the original Wasserstein-2 distance with parameters (1, 0). Define
g∗r = arg min
g∈Gr
W˜2(Pg(Z),PX), (144)
g∗ = arg min
g∈G
W2(Pg(Z),PX). (145)
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We have
W2(Pg˜(Z),PX) ≤W2(Pg˜(Z),Pg∗(Z)) +W2(Pg∗(Z),PX)
= W˜2(Pg˜(Z),Pg∗(Z)) +W2(Pg∗(Z),PX)
≤ W˜2(Pg˜(Z),PX) + W˜2(PX ,Pg∗(Z)) +W2(Pg∗(Z),PX)
≤ W˜2(Pg˜(Z),PX) + 2W2(Pg∗(Z),PX)
≤ W˜2(Pg˜(Z), PˆnX) + W˜2(PˆnX ,PX) + 2W2(Pg∗(Z),PX)
≤ W˜2(Pg∗r (Z), PˆnX) + W˜2(PˆnX ,PX) + 2W2(Pg∗(Z),PX)
≤ W˜2(Pg∗r (Z),PX) + 2W˜2(PˆnX ,PX) + 2W2(Pg∗(Z),PX)
= inf
g∈Gr
W˜2(Pg(Z),PX) + 2 inf
g∈G
W2(Pg(Z),PX) + 2W˜2(PˆnX ,PX)
≤ ‖Σ1/2X −Σ1/2r ‖F + 2 infg∈GW2(Pg(Z),PX) + 2W˜2(Pˆ
n
X ,PX). (146)
Here ΣX = E[XXT ] is the covariance matrix of X, and Σr is the best rank-r approximation of ΣX
under Frobenius norm. Next, we bound the term W˜2(PˆnX ,PX). Denote the covariance matrices for
PX and PˆnX as KX and KˆX . The distance W˜ 22 (PX , PˆnX) can be written as [44]
W˜ 22 (PX , PˆnX) = Tr(KX) + Tr(KˆX)− 2 Tr((K
1
2
XKˆXK
1
2
X)
1
2 ) + ‖µX − µˆX‖2. (147)
We know
Tr((K
1
2
XKˆXK
1
2
X)
1
2 ) = Tr(((Kˆ
1
2
XK
1
2
X)
T Kˆ
1
2
XK
1
2
X)
1
2 )
≥ Tr(Kˆ
1
2
XK
1
2
X). (148)
Denote X = Kˆ
1
2
XK
1
2
X . The last inequality follows from the fact that for any matrix X and its
singular value decomposition X = UΣV,
Tr((XTX)
1
2 ) = Tr((VTΣ2V)
1
2 ) = Tr(VTΣV) ≥ Tr(UΣV) = Tr(X). (149)
Thus we have
W˜ 22 (PX , PˆnX) = Tr(KX) + Tr(KˆX)− 2 Tr((K
1
2
XKˆXK
1
2
X)
1
2 ) + ‖µX − µˆX‖2
≤ Tr(KX) + Tr(KˆX)− 2 Tr(Kˆ
1
2
XK
1
2
X) + ‖µX − µˆX‖2
= Tr((K
1
2
X − Kˆ
1
2
X)
2) + ‖µX − µˆX‖2
= ‖K
1
2
X − Kˆ
1
2
X‖2F + ‖µX − µˆX‖2
≤ d‖K
1
2
X − Kˆ
1
2
X‖2 + ‖µX − µˆX‖2. (150)
If the minimum eigenvalue of KX is lower bounded by a constant B, by Ando-Hemmen inequal-
ity [29, Thoerem 6.2], we have
W˜ 22 (PX , PˆnX) ≤ d‖K
1
2
X − Kˆ
1
2
X‖2 + ‖µX − µˆX‖2
≤ d
(λ
1/2
min(KX) + λ
1/2
min(KˆX))
2
‖KX − KˆX‖2 + ‖µX − µˆX‖2 (151)
≤ d
B
‖KX − KˆX‖2 + ‖µX − µˆX‖2. (152)
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If the minimum eigenvalue of KX is not lower bounded, it follows from Lemma 4 that
W˜ 22 (PX , PˆnX) ≤ d‖K
1
2
X − Kˆ
1
2
X‖2 + ‖µX − µˆX‖2
. d‖KX − KˆX‖+ ‖µX − µˆX‖2. (153)
B.8 Proof of Theorem 7
We aim at justifying the tightness of Theorem 2. Consider the following two sampling models:
• Case 1. We draw n i.i.d. samples directly from N (0, I). Denote the resulting empirical
distribution as E1.
• Case 2. We draw N elements i.i.d. from N (0, I). Denote the empirical distribution as DN .
Then, we sample n i.i.d. points from DN . Denote the resulting empirical distribution as E2.
For any distribution E we writeAE to indicate that algorithmA is only given access to the infor-
mation contained in E. The following lemma states that no algorithm can successfully distinguish
these two cases when n √N .
Lemma 5. There is an absolute constant c > 0 such that the following holds. If n ≤ c√N , and B
is any “distinguishing” algorithm that aims outputting either “1” or “2”. Then,
|P(BE1outputs“1”)− P(BE2outputs“1”)| ≤ 0.01. (154)
Proof. We show that in both cases, with probability at least 0.99, the c
√
N draws received by B are
a set consisting of c
√
N i.i.d. samples from N (0, I). This can be shown using a birthday paradox
type argument below. The empirical distribution E2 can be understood as drawing n i.i.d. samples
from DN with replacement. On the other hand, the empirical distribution E1 can be understood
as drawing n i.i.d. samples from DN without replacement. It follows from the birthday paradox
that the probability of sampling all distinct points in DN in sampling with replacement is(
1− 1
N
)(
1− 2
N
)(
1− 3
N
)
· · ·
(
1− n
N
)
> e−
2
N e−
4
N e−
6
2N · · · e− 2nN
= e−
n(n−1)
N . (155)
The inequality comes from the fact that 1 − x ≥ e−2x for x ∈ [0, 12 ]. Taking c = 0.01, we have
e−
n(n−1)
N > 0.99, which gives the conclusion of the lemma.
Now we use Lemma 5 to prove Theorem 7. Suppose that there exists an algorithm A, such that
given n = c
√
N independent points draws from any PX ∈ PK , A outputs a hypothesis PˆX with
probability at least 51/100 satisfying
W2(PˆX ,PX) ≤ inf
g(·)∈G
W2(Pg(Z),PX) + (n, d), (156)
where (n, d)d n−6/d. We will describe how the existence of A yields a distinguishing algorithm B
violating Lemma 5. The algorithm B works as follows. Given access to i.i.d. draws from distribution
PX , it first runs algorithm A, obtaining with probability at least 51/100 a distribution PˆX satisfying
equation (156), and then computes the value W2(PˆX ,N (0, I)). If W2(PˆX ,N (0, I)) ≤ (n, d) then
it outputs “1”, and otherwise it outputs “2”.
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Since G is the family of full-dimensional affine generators, infg(·)∈GW2(Pg(Z),N (0, I)) = 0, which
shows that in Case 1, we have with probability 51/100 W2(PˆX ,N (0, I)) ≤ (n, d). Hence,
P
(BE1 outputs “1”) ≥ 0.51. (157)
Now let’s consider Case 2. In this case the true underlying distribution is DN , and for N 
d [58], we have the minimum eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of DN is bigger than 1/2 with
probability at least 0.999. It follows from the concentration of the norm [59, Theorem 3.1.1] there
exists a universal constant L > 0 such that if Y ∼ N (0, I),
P(|‖Y ‖ −
√
d| ≥ t) ≤ 2 exp
(
− t
2
L
)
, (158)
which implies that with probability at least 1− δ, we have
‖Y ‖ ≤
√
d+
√
L ln
(
2
δ
)
. (159)
Since DN consists of N vectors, if we set δ = 11000N , then with probability at least 0.999, we know
‖X‖ ≤
√
d+
√
L ln (2000N) (160)
almost surely if X ∼ DN . In other words, we have K =
√
d+
√
L ln (2000N).
Hence, with probability at least 0.508, by running algorithm A we obtain a distribution PˆX
such that
W2(PˆX ,DN ) ≤ inf
g(·)∈G
W2(Pg(Z),DN ) + (n, d). (161)
It follows from the triangle inequality that
W2(PˆX ,N (0, I)) ≥W2(DN ,N (0, I))−W2(PˆX ,DN ) (162)
≥W2(DN ,N (0, I))− inf
g(·)∈G
W2(Pg(Z),DN )− (n, d). (163)
According to Theorem 5, following the same procedure as (133), we have with probability at
least 0.999
W2(DN ,N (0, I))− inf
g(·)∈G
W2(Pg(Z),DN ) &d N−3/d (164)
&d n−6/d, (165)
where in the last step we used the assumption that n = c
√
N . It implies that with probability at
least 0.507
W2(PˆX ,N (0, I)) > (n, d) (166)
if (n, d)d n−6/d as n→∞.
For algorithm B, it outputs “1” if W2(PˆX ,N (0, 1)) ≤ (n, d), hence we know
P
(BE2 outputs “1”) ≤ 0.493, (167)
which implies that
|P(BE1outputs“1”)− P(BE2outputs“1”)| > 0.01. (168)
This contradicts with Lemma 5 and proves the theorem.
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B.9 Proof of Theorem 8
For infinite sample size, we have access to the real distribution PX , and our GAN estimator would
output a Gaussian distribution N (µX ,ΣX), where µX = EPX [X],ΣX = EPX [XXT ] are the mean
and covariance of the distribution PX . It suffices to show that for any  > 0, we can find some
distribution PX with µX = 0, infµ,ΣW2(N (µ,Σ),PX) > 0, such that
W2(N (0,ΣX),PX) ≥ (
√
2− ) inf
µ,Σ
W2(N (µ,Σ),PX). (169)
We construct distribution PX in the following way. Denote X = (X1, X2, . . . , Xd)T , we assume
that the d random variables {X1, X2, . . . , Xd} are mutually independent, Xi ∼ N (0, 1) for 1 ≤ i ≤
d− 1, and
PXd = Qa =
(
1− 1
a2
)
δ0 +
1
2a2
δ−a +
1
2a2
δa, (170)
where a > 1 is some parameter that will be chosen later. Here δy denotes the point mass distribution
that puts probability one for the point y. Clearly, EPX [X] = 0,EPX [XXT ] = I.
We first show an upper bound on the right hand side of (169). Indeed, for the PX we constructed,
inf
µ,Σ
W 22 (N (µ,Σ),PX) ≤ inf
c≥0
W 22 (N (0, c), Qa), (171)
where we have reduced the set of µ,Σ we take the infimum over and only considered couplings that
are independent across the indices of X. Using the tensorization property of W 22 , we know that
W2(N (0, I),PX) = W2(N (0, 1), Qa). (172)
Hence, it suffices to show that for any  > 0, there exists some a > 1 such that
W2(N (0, 1), Qa) ≥ (
√
2− ) inf
c≥0
W2(N (0, c), Qa). (173)
It follows from the definition of W2 that
W 22 (N (0, c), Qa) = inf
pi:piX=N (0,c),piY =Qa
E(X − Y )2 (174)
= E[X2] + E[Y 2]− 2 sup
pi:piX=N (0,c),piY =Qa
Epi[XY ] (175)
= c+ 1− 2 sup
pi:piZ=N (0,1),piY =Qa
Epi[
√
cZY ]. (176)
Note that suppi:piZ=N (0,1),piY =Qa Epi[ZY ] is independent of c. Denote
ρa = sup
pi:piZ=N (0,1),piY =Qa
Epi[ZY ].
Then,
inf
c≥0
W 22 (N (0, c), Qa) = inf
c≥0
(c+ 1− 2√cρa) (177)
= 1− ρ2a, (178)
where the infimum achieving c = ρa. Taking c = 1, we know that
W 22 (N (0, 1), Qa) = 2− 2ρa. (179)
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Hence, we have
W2(N (0, 1), Qa)
infc≥0W2(N (0, c), Qa) =
√
2− 2ρa
1− ρ2a
(180)
=
√
2
1 + ρa
. (181)
Hence, it suffices to show that one can make ρa → 0 as a → ∞. Define τa such that for
Z ∼ N (0, 1), we have P(|Z| ≥ τa) = 1a2 . It follows from the Gaussian tail abound that
τa . 1 +
√
ln a. (182)
Consider function f : R 7→ R defined as
f(z) =
{
0 0 ≤ |z| ≤ τa
a(|z| − τa) |z| ≥ τa
(183)
The key observation is the following inequality for any z, x such that |x| = a or x = 0:
xz ≤ f(z) + τa|x|. (184)
Hence, we can upper bound
ρa ≤ EZ∼N (0,1)[f(Z)] + τaEQa [|Y |]. (185)
We have
E[f(Z)] = E[a(|Z| − τa)1(|Z| ≥ τa)] (186)
= aE[|Z|1(|Z| ≥ τa)]− aτaP(|Z| ≥ τa) (187)
= aE[|Z|1(|Z| ≥ τa)]− τa
a
(188)
≤ a(E[Z4])1/4(P(|Z| ≥ τa))3/4 − τa
a
(189)
≤ (E[Z4])1/4 a
a3/2
− τa
a
(190)
as well as
EQa [|Y |] =
1
a2
a =
1
a
. (191)
Hence,
ρa ≤ (E[Z4])1/4 1
a1/2
− τa
a
+
τa
a
(192)
= (E[Z4])1/4
1
a1/2
, (193)
which can be made arbitrarily close to zero if we take a→∞.
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B.10 Proof of Theorem 9
We verify the two properties of admissible distances.
First, for any g ∈ G, since G ⊂ G′,
L′(Pg,Pg) = min
g′∈G′
L′1(Pg′ ,Pg) + λL′2(Pg,Pg′)
= 0, (194)
since we can take g′ = g. There is L′(Pg,Pg) = L′1(Pg,Pg) = L′2(Pg,Pg) = 0. Since G ⊂ G′, for
g1, g2 ∈ G, we know that g1, g2 ∈ G′. Denote
g∗ = arg min
g′∈G′
L′1(Pg′ ,Pg1) + λL′2(Pg2 ,Pg′). (195)
From the fact that L′1 and L′2 are admissible distances, we have
L′(Pg1 ,Pg2)− L′(Pg2 ,Pg2) = L′1(Pg∗ ,Pg1) + λL′2(Pg2 ,Pg∗)
≥ 1
c1
L1(Pg∗ ,Pg1)−
c2
c1
+
λ
d1
L2(Pg2 ,Pg∗)−
d2
d1
. (196)
By the non-negativity of the distance function, we can derive
max(c1, d1) · L′(Pg1 ,Pg2) ≥ L1(Pg∗ ,Pg1) + λL2(Pg2 ,Pg∗)−max(c1, d1) · (
c2
c1
+
d2
d1
).
≥ min
g′∈G′
L1(Pg′ ,Pg1) + λL2(Pg2 ,Pg′)−max(c1, d1) · (
c2
c1
+
d2
d1
)
= L(Pg1 ,Pg2)−max(c1, d1) · (
c2
c1
+
d2
d1
). (197)
Hence the first property is satisfied.
Now we verify the second property. For any distribution P1,P2 and any g ∈ G, denote
g∗1 = arg min
g′∈G′
L′1(Pg′ ,P1) + λL′2(Pg,Pg′), (198)
g∗2 = arg min
g′∈G′
L′1(Pg′ ,P2) + λL′2(Pg,Pg′). (199)
Without loss of generality, assume L′(Pg,P1) ≥ L′(Pg,P2), then there is
|L′(Pg,P1)− L′(Pg,P2)| = (L′1(Pg∗1 ,P1) + λL′2(Pg,Pg∗1 ))− (L′1(Pg∗2 ,P2) + λL′2(Pg,Pg∗2 ))
≤ (L′1(Pg∗2 ,P1) + λL′2(Pg,Pg∗2 ))− (L′1(Pg∗2 ,P2) + λL′2(Pg,Pg∗2 ))
= |L′1(Pg∗2 ,P1)− L′1(Pg∗2 ,P2)| (200)
= L′′1(P1,P2). (201)
B.11 Proof of Theorem 10
The right-hand side can be seen via the triangle inequality upon noting that Pˆ1 and Pˆ2 are inde-
pendent copies of the empirical distribution PˆnX .
E[L(Pˆ1, Pˆ2)] ≤ E[L(Pˆ1,PX)] + E[L(PX , Pˆ2)]]
= 2E[L(PX , PˆnX)]. (202)
The left hand side can be proved via Jensen’s inequality and convexity of L,
E[L(Pˆ1, Pˆ2)] ≥ E[L(PX , Pˆ2)]
= E[L(PX , PˆnX)]. (203)
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B.12 Proof of Theorem 11
It suffices to show the following: for any two Gaussian distributions X ∼ N (0, A), Y ∼ N (0, B),
we have
W 22 (N (0, A),N (0, B)) = inf
pi:piX=N (0,A),piY =N (0,B)
Epi‖X − Y ‖2 (204)
= min
{
Tr(A) + Tr(B)− 2 Tr(Ψ) :
[
A Ψ
ΨT B
]
≥ 0
}
(205)
= sup
S>0
Tr((I − S)A+ (I − S−1)B) (206)
= sup
S≥0,R(B)⊂R(S)
Tr((I − S)A+ (I − S†)B) (207)
= Tr(A) + Tr(B)− 2 Tr((A1/2BA1/2)1/2). (208)
We first consider equation (205). Consider jointly Gaussian coupling between X and Y such
that the joint covariance matrix of the vector (X;Y ) is given by the positive semi-definite matrix[
A Ψ
ΨT B
]
. (209)
The corresponding value under this specific coupling is given by
Tr(A) + Tr(B)− 2 Tr(Ψ), (210)
which by definition is an upper bound on W 22 (N (0, A),N (0, B)) for any Ψ such that
[
A Ψ
ΨT B
]
≥ 0.
We now show that for any S ≥ 0, R(B) ⊂ R(S),
Tr((I − S)A+ (I − S†)B) ≤W 22 (N (0, A),N (0, B)). (211)
Indeed,
W 22 (N (0, A),N (0, B)) = Tr(A) + Tr(B)− 2 sup
pi
Epi[XTY ] (212)
≥ Tr(A) + Tr(B)− 2(E[f(X)] + E[f∗(Y )]), (213)
where we have used Young’s inequality xT y ≤ f(x)+f∗(y) where f is an arbitrary convex function,
and f∗ is its convex conjugate. Taking f(x) = 12x
TSx, S ≥ 0, we have
f∗(y) = sup
x∈Rd
(
xT y − f(x)) (214)
=
{
1
2y
TS†y y ∈ R(S)
∞ y /∈ R(S)
. (215)
Evaluating the expectations leads to the desired inequality.
Now, we have shown that for any Ψ such that
[
A Ψ
ΨT B
]
≥ 0, any S ≥ 0 such that R(B) ⊂ R(S),
we have
Tr(A) + Tr(B)− 2 Tr(Ψ) ≥W 22 (N (0, A),N (0, B))
≥ Tr(A) + Tr(B)− Tr(SA+ S†B). (216)
The following lemma constructs an explicit coupling.
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Lemma 6. Define
S0 = B
1/2
(
(B1/2AB1/2)1/2
)†
B1/2 (217)
Ψ0 = AS0. (218)
Then, [
A Ψ0
ΨT0 B
]
≥ 0, (219)
and
Tr(Ψ0) = Tr((A
1/2BA1/2)1/2). (220)
Proof. We first remind ourselves of the Schur complement characterization of PSD matrices.
Lemma 7. [44] Suppose A ≥ 0, B ≥ 0. Then,
Σ =
[
A Ψ
ΨT B
]
≥ 0 (221)
if and only if
Ψ ∈ Ω = {Ψ : R(ΨT ) ⊂ R(B), A−ΨB†ΨT ≥ 0}. (222)
Now we check that Ψ0 is a legitimate covariance matrix using Lemma 7. Indeed, denoting
C = (B1/2AB1/2)1/2, we have S0 = B
1/2C†B1/2, Ψ0 = AB1/2C†B1/2, and it is clear that R(ΨT0 ) ⊂
R(B). It suffices to verify that
A−Ψ0B†ΨT0 ≥ 0. (223)
It suffices to verify that
I ≥ A1/2B1/2C†B1/2B†B1/2C†B1/2A1/2. (224)
Denote the SVD of A1/2B1/2 = UΣV T , we have B1/2A1/2 = V ΣUT , C = V ΣV T . Building on
the observation that B1/2B†B1/2 ≤ I, we have
A1/2B1/2C†B1/2B†B1/2C†B1/2A1/2 ≤ A1/2B1/2C†C†B1/2A1/2 (225)
= UΣV TV Σ†V TV Σ†V TV ΣUT (226)
≤ UΣΣ†Σ†ΣUT (227)
≤ I, (228)
where in the last step we used the inequality ΣΣ†Σ†Σ ≤ I.
Lemma 8. [2] Suppose A,B are PSD matrices of the same size. Then,
inf
S>0
Tr(AS +BS−1) = 2 Tr((A1/2BA1/2)1/2). (229)
The infimum is achievable for some S > 0 if and only if r(A) = r(B) = r(A1/2BA1/2). Here r(·)
is the rank of matrix.
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Now we can prove the main results. We have the following chain of inequalities and equalities
as a consequence of (216), Lemma 6, and Lemma 8.
2 Tr((A1/2BA1/2)1/2) = inf
S>0
Tr(AS +BS−1) (230)
≥ inf
R(B)⊂R(S),S≥0
Tr(AS +BS†) (231)
≥ sup
Ψ:
 A Ψ
ΨT B
≥0
2 Tr(Ψ) (232)
≥ 2 Tr(Ψ0) (233)
= 2 Tr((A1/2BA1/2)1/2). (234)
B.13 Proof of Theorem 12
The optimal solutions in (65) when r = 1 can be written in the following form:
K = QΣQT (235)
U∗ = λ1v1vT1 (236)
A∗ = v1vT1 , (237)
where Q = [v1, v2, . . . , vd], and Σ = diag(λ1, λ2, . . . , λd) ranks the eigenvalues of K in a descending
order. In other words, U∗ is the 1-PCA of K, and A∗ shares the linear subspace as U∗ with the
eigenvalue being one.
We show the optimization problem (65) is in general not locally asymptotically stable with
r(U) ≤ 1. We parametrize U = vvT , i.e.
min
v
sup
A>0
Tr((I −A)K + (I −A−1)vvT ). (238)
Taking the derivative of A and v, the gradient flow differential equation is given by
d
dt
[
A
v
]
=
[
−K +A−1UA−1
−2(I −A−1)v
]
. (239)
Consider the special case when
K =
[
1 0
0 0
]
. (240)
We can derive the optimal solution as
A∗ =
[
1 0
0 0
]
, v∗ =
[
1
0
]
(241)
Note that A∗ is not inside the feasible region of positive definite matrices, but at the boundary of
that. However, one can verify that the gradient flow is 0 for the optimal solution if at the boundary
we interpret the matrix inverse as matrix pseudo-inverse. We are interested in whether the system
will leave the optimal point after being slightly perturbed. Consider A,U is searching within
A =
[
a11 a12
a21 a22
]
, v =
[
v1
v2
]
(242)
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Note that A must be symmetric, thus we also have a12 = a21. Denote x = [vec(A), v] as the
system state vector, and x∗ = [vec(A∗), v∗] as the equilibrium point of system defined in equation
(239). We can compute the derivative of a11, a12, a22 and v as follows.
da11
dt
=
(
a22v1 − a12v2
a11a22 − a212
)2
− 1 (243)
da12
dt
=
(a22v1 − a12v2)(a11v2 − a12v1)
(a11a22 − a212)2
(244)
da22
dt
=
(
a11v2 − a12v1
a11a22 − a212
)2
(245)
dv1
dt
= 2
a22v1 − a12v2
a11a22 − a212
− 2v1 (246)
dv2
dt
= 2
a11v2 − a12v1
a11a22 − a212
− 2v2 (247)
Thus for any δ > 0, we can intialize v = (1, 0), a11 = 1, a12 = 0, a22 = δ/2. Under this case, all the
derivatives equal 0. Then ‖x(0)− x∗‖2 = δ/2 < δ, but limt→∞ ‖x(t)− x∗‖2 = δ/2 6= 0. Since δ can
be arbitrarily small, it violates the definition of local asymptotic stability in Appendix A. We can
conclude that the system is not locally asymptotically stable.
B.14 Proof of Theorem 13
We have assumed that r = 1. We assume without loss of generality that K 6= 0. We parametrize
U = bvvT , A = λvvT , ‖v‖2 = 1, b > 0, λ > 0. In this case, the objective function reduces to
Tr(K)− λvTKv + b− b
λ
. (248)
Denote
f(v, b, λ) = Tr(K)− λvTKv + b− b
λ
, (249)
we now analyze the alternating gradient descent flow for this problem. The gradient flow differential
equation is given by
d
dt
vb
λ
 =
−
∂f
∂v
−∂f∂b
∂f
∂λ
 . (250)
Note that we have constrained ‖v‖2 = 1, in other words, v lies in the unit sphere. Suppose the
unconstrained derivative of f at v is g, then the gradient of f constrained on the Stiefel manifold [54]
‖v‖2 = 1 is g − vgT v. Indeed, the direction g − vgT v is orthogonal to v.
Concrete computation shows when b > 0, λ > 0,
d
dt
vb
λ
 =
2λKv − 2λ(v
TKv)v
1
λ − 1
−vTKv + b
λ2
.
 . (251)
when b = 0, dbdt =
(
1
λ − 1
) ∨ 0, and when λ = 0, dλdt = (−vTKv + bλ2 ) ∨ 0.
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The saddle point we aim for is vb
λ
 =
 ±v1vT1 Kv1
1,
 =
±v1λ1
1,
 (252)
Here v1 is an eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of K, and λ1 is the largest eigen-
value of K, which is assumed to be positive. We also assume that at the beginning of the optimiza-
tion, we initialize v such that vT1 v 6= 0.
Hence, we construct the Lyapunov function L(v, b, λ) as
L(v, b, λ) =
(
1
8
+ λ21
)
ln
(
1
|vT v1|
)
+
1
2
(b− λ1)2 + 1
2
(λ− 1)2
+
1
8
(
1
λ
− 1
)2
+
1
8
(
b
λ2
− vTKv
)2
. (253)
Note that if λ→ 0+, L→∞, so if we are able to prove the descent property of L then λ will not
hit zero in the trajectory.
Solving for the gradient of L and denoting v(t), b(t), λ(t) as v, b, λ when b > 0, λ > 0, we have
d
dt
L(v(t), b(t), λ(t))
= −
(
1
8
+ λ21
)
vT1
vT v1
(2λKv − 2λvTKvv)
+ (b− λ1)
(
1
λ
− 1
)
+ (λ− 1)
(
−vTKv + b
λ2
)
+
1
4
(
1
λ
− 1
) −1
λ2
(
b
λ2
− vTKv
)
+
1
4
(
b
λ2
− vTKv
)
1
λ2
(
1
λ
− 1
)
+
1
4
(
vTKv − b
λ2
)
2vTK
(
2λKv − 2λ(vTKv)v)
+
1
4
(
b
λ2
− vTKv
) −2b
λ3
(
b
λ2
− vTKv
)
. (254)
The case of b = 0, λ > 0 can also be solved and it is straightforward to show that dLdt ≤ 0 for any v
such that vT v = 1, b = 0, λ > 0.
Taking the part corresponding to b out, we have
b
(
1
λ
− 1 + 1
λ
− 1
λ2
)
− b
4λ2
2vTK
(
2λKv − 2λ(vTKv)v)− b
2λ3
(
b
λ2
− vTKv
)2
= −b
(
1− 1
λ
)2
− b
λ
(
vTK2v − (vTKv)2)− b
2λ3
(
b
λ2
− vTKv
)2
(255)
≤ 0, (256)
where equality holds if and only if λ = 1, vTK2v = (vTKv)2, b = vTKv, here we have used the
inequality that vTK2v ≥ (vTKv)2.
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We decompose v as
v =
d∑
i=1
aivi, (257)
where {v1, v2, . . . , vd} are the eigenvectors of matrix K. Here
∑
i a
2
i = 1.
The terms that remain in the derivative of L is
−
(
1
8
+ λ21
)
vT1
vT v1
(2λKv − 2λvTKvv) + λ1
(
1− 1
λ
)
+ (1− λ)vTKv + 1
4
(
vTKv
)
2vTK
(
2λKv − 2λ(vTKv)v) , (258)
which is equivalent to
−
(
1
8
+ λ21
)
2λ
(
λ1 −
∑
i
λia
2
i
)
+ λ1 − λ1
λ
+
∑
i
λia
2
i − λ
∑
i
λia
2
i
+ λ
(∑
i
λia
2
i
)(∑
i
λ2i a
2
i − (
∑
i
λia
2
i )
)
. (259)
Hence, it suffices to show that
λ1 +
∑
i
λia
2
i
≤ λ1
λ
+ λ
(∑
i
λia
2
i + 2
(
1
8
+ λ21
)
(λ1 −
∑
i
λia
2
i )−
(∑
i
λia
2
i
)(∑
i
λ2i a
2
i − (
∑
i
λia
2
i )
))
.
(260)
To simplify notation, we introduce
x =
∑
i
λia
2
i (261)
y =
√∑
i
λ2i a
2
i , (262)
clearly we have
λ1 ≥ y ≥ x ≥ 0. (263)
The inequality that we need to prove is
λ1 + x ≤ λ1
λ
+ λ
(
x+ 2
(
1
8
+ λ21
)
(λ1 − x)− x(y2 − x2)
)
. (264)
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We note that
x+ 2
(
1
8
+ λ21
)
(λ1 − x)− x(y2 − x2)
≥ x+ 2
(
1
8
+ λ21
)
(λ1 − x)− x(y + x)(λ1 − x) (265)
≥ x+ (λ1 − x)
(
1
4
+ 2λ21 − x(y + x)
)
(266)
≥ x+ (λ1 − x)
(
1
4
+ 2λ21 − λ1(2λ1)
)
(267)
≥ x+ 1
4
(λ1 − x) (268)
> 0, (269)
since we have assumed that λ1 > 0.
Minimizing the right hand side with respect to λ shows that it suffices to show that
(λ1 + x)
2 ≤ 4λ1
(
x+ 2
(
1
8
+ λ21
)
(λ1 − x)− x(y2 − x2)
)
, (270)
which is equivalent to
(λ1 − x)2 ≤ 8λ1
(
1
8
+ λ21
)
(λ1 − x)− 4λ1x(y + x)(y − x). (271)
Since λ1 ≥ y, it suffices to show that
(λ1 − x)2 ≤ 8λ1
(
1
8
+ λ21
)
(λ1 − x)− 4λ1x(y + x)(λ1 − x). (272)
Clearly, this inequality holds when λ1 = x. If λ1 > x, it suffices to show that
λ1 − x ≤ λ1(1 + 8λ21)− 4λ1x(y + x). (273)
It is true since
λ1(1 + 8λ
2
1)− 4λ1x(y + x) ≥ λ1 + 8λ31 − 4λ1λ1(λ1 + λ1) (274)
= λ1 (275)
≥ λ1 − x. (276)
The above chain of inequalities holds equality if and only if λ1 = x.
Hence, we have showed that the derivative of L is strictly negative in the regime vT v = 1, λ >
0, b ≥ 0 except when λ = 1, vTKv = λ1, b ∈ {0, λ1}. The largest invariant set of (v, b, λ) satisfying
the condition above is {(v, b, λ) : vT v = 1, λ = 1, b = λ1, vTKv = λ1}.
To apply the Lasalle Theorem [34], it suffices to show that over the trajectory of (v, b, λ) is
constrained in a compact set, and over that set dLdt ≤ 0 and L(v, b, λ) > 0 except for λ = 1, b =
vTKv = λ1. Indeed, the compact set can be chosen to be
{(v, b, λ) : vT v = 1, b ∈ [0, bc], λ ∈ [λc1 , λc2 ]}. (277)
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Indeed, the constraint bc comes from the fact that L → ∞ as b → ∞, hence the trajectory of b is
bounded by a constant bc which depends on the initial condition. The constraint λc1 , λc2 comes
from similar considerations since L→∞ whenever λ→ 0+ or λ→∞.
Furthermore, one can check that L is radially unbounded, i.e. L(v, b, λ) → ∞ as ‖(v, b, λ)‖ →
∞. Invoking [9, Corollary 5.2], we know that the dynamics converge to a single point in the set
{(v, b, λ) : vT v = 1, λ = 1, b = λ1, vTKv = λ1} since every point in this set is globally asymptotically
stable.
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